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Comrade members of the Central Commit-
tee,

Comrade deputies,
Our esteemed foreign guests,
Dear friends,
An epoch-making event took place fifty years

ago, when the workers and peasants of Russia,
led by the Communist Party, took state power
into their own hands.

Lenin's words: "The workers' and peasants' re
volution, the necessity for which the Bolsheviks
had spoken all the time, has been accom
plished," resounded throughout Russia and the
whole world.

The assault on the Winter Palace was still
in progress when the Second All-Russia Con
gress of Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' De
puties opened at the Smolny Palace. This Con
gress formed the Soviet Government with Vladi
mir llyich Lenin, founder of our Party and lea
der of the Revolution, at its head. This marked
the birth of the world's first state of workers
and peasants, and the Great October Revolution
began its invincible march across the boundless
expanses of Russia.



"·ovemuer 7 ushered in a now era in tho his
tory of mankind, beginning a now, socialist
chronicle. On that day the cornerstone was laid
in the foundation of the new, socialist society.

The victory of the October Hevol ut ion
opened the door to the realisation of the ideals of
socialism. Within a short span of time our coun
try surmounted its age-old backwardness and
became a powerful, highly developed state. Led
by the Communist Party the working people of
our country were the first to build socialism
and the first 10 begin I he build ing of commu
nism.

The October Socialist Hevol ul.ion gave a migh
ty impetus to world-wide social development and
accelerated the revolutionary and liberation strug
gle. The ideas of Marxism-Leninism, under whose
banner the October Hevolution triumphed, have
today captured the minds and hearts of millions
of people and become a great constructive force.

The hist ori cal result of the past half century
is that I he world balance or forces has changed
i ad ical ly ill Iav our of the working class. in fa
v our of all t he forces of progress, democracy and
socialism.

On the occasion of t his memorable anniversary
t h« Cuntral Committee of the Communist Party,
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet and the
Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Hcpub lics warmly congratulate our deal'
compatriots-workers, collective farmers, intel
lectuals, men of the Soviet Army and 1 'avy, all
Soviet people.

Throughou L the world millions of work ing peo
ple are commemorating this jubilee of the Oct o-



hpr Heynlution as their own. On this anui v eJ'

sarv the Party of Lenin and thc whole Soviet
pe(;plp sPllll cordial revolut iouary greet ings to
t hetr Ioruig n lri cuds. comrade' and hrot hers.

Cl'nturies will go by, mankind will achieve
!tpights surpassing CYCIl the most d aring Ian! asy
of om contemporaries and many events will be
forgotten. But November 7, '1£117, the day when
the first victorious socialist rev ol u Lion was ac
complished, will always be kept alive in the me
mory of generations to come.

The cause of the Great Oct ob er Hevol ut ion
wi l] live through the ages.



1. THE GREAT OCTOBER SOCIALIST
REVOLUTION- TRIUMPH
OF MARXISM-LE I ISM

Comrades, in the history of mankind there have
been many revolutions that swayed the destiny
of peoples and social development. Among them
the October Revolution occupies a special place
because of its nature and historical consequen
ces. It put an end to exploitation of man by man
and started the reorganisation of society in the
interests of the working people themselves. It
ushered in the era of the liberation of the work
ing class and all working people from the cala
mities, sufferings and humiliations stemming
from the millennia-long rule of oppressors.

Past developments evoke different feelings.
However important and instructive, some are seen
only as pages of history. Others, even after de
cades, remain part, as it were, of our present, kind
ling the interest of historians and of all the people
active in the political struggle of our days. The
October Revolution was precisely such an event.

During the 50 years that have passed since the
October Revolution the world revolutionary
movement has accumulated extensive and many-



sided experience, which has broadened out the
notions of the ways and means of revolutionary
struggle and shown how important it is to take
into account the entire range of conditions under
which revolutions of the working class mature
and are accomplished. At the same time, in the
light of this experience the significance of the
ceneral laws of the socialist revolution looms
larger than ever before. Owing to the fact that
the October Revolution brought these laws to
light with such fullness and clarity the powerful
impact that it made on the world revolutionary
process has not relaxed over the past half century.

The road that brought Russia to socialism is
t he highroad of world history and of the whole
of human civilisation. Despite the purely Rus
sian conditions under which it was accomplished
the October Revolution mirrored the basic, prin
cipal trend of a whole epoch, the epoch of tran
sition from capitalism to socialism, a transition
that was prepared by the entire course of world
socio-economic development.

The replacement of capitalism by socialism
became necessary and inevitable when private
ownership of the means of production became
an obstacle to the development of the productive
forces. Capitalism created its own grave-digger
the working class. The long and persevering strug
gle waged by the international proletariat gave
birth to battle experience which became labour's
formidable weapon in the class clashes with capi
talism.

The development of advanced social thinking
prepared the ground for the Great October So
cialist Revolution. This development reached its



peak in Marxism. By their truly creative feat
which turned socialism from a utopia into a
science, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. the
great thinkers and revolutionaries, showed all
oppressed and downtrodden people the road to
freedom and happiness.

The socialist revolution matured in the bosom
of the old world. And it broke out in its weakest
link-in Russia, which was the storm-centre of
all the basic contradictions of imperialism at the
beginning of the 20th century.

In Russia the rapid development of capitalism
gave rise to numerous insolvable problems and
increasingly aggravated class antagonisms. Un
der the semi-feudal system the working people
suffered not only from capitalist exploitation
but also from landowner t yranny, ruthless poli
tical coercion and national oppression. I n no
other country at that lime were the social and po
litical contradictions of the epoch so acut e and
inflamed .

The Fir'st WOl'ld War speeded up developments .
It brought the privations and sufferings of the
working masses to bursting point and laid bare
the rottenness and helplessness of the tsarist
autocracy and then of the Provisional Govern
ment. Lenin wrote that in those days the old
machine of state was sitting on a volcano; great
rurnbl ings were beginning to rise from the depth
of the people's consciousness and the ail' was be
coming charged with electricity which unavoi
dably had to burst forth ill a cleansing thunder
storm.

The CXpCl'iCIlC(' of Oct ohcr t hus dcnroust rut pI!
that a revolution triumphs only when the objec-
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live conditions for it have taken shape. . ' obody
can repeal this immutable law. At the same time,
th e Oct ober Hevolution showed that besides the
f,w Ollr abl e objective cond it ions needed for the
ov erthrow of the old system, the working masses
m us t be properly prepared and organised for de
c is ive battles with the class enemy.

The w orking class of Hussia successfully coped
with that task. It Look shape as the most revo
lu ti on ary contingent of the world proletariat.
Its po l itica l role in the country's life was im
m easurably greater than its numerical strength.
It prov ed to be a worthy successor- to the finest
rev olu t ionary traditions of the peoples of our
cou n try a nd it creatively assimilated the re
voluti on ary experience of the world proletariat.
It formed its own militant vanguard, the Belshe
<ik P a r-t y. which integrated the working-class

movem ent and the spontaneous indignation of
the masses with socialism. The teaching of Marx
a nd Engels became the world outlook of the
for em ost worker's in Hussia. Bolsheviks-Lenimst s
uph eld th e purity of this teaching and developed
i t in co nfo r m it y with the new historical condi
t ions, the cond i t i ons eng end ered by imperia
li sm , wit h th e specific tasks or their- revolutio
nar y s truggle .

Bolshevi ks have always taken as their point
or depart ure the fact that Iar from being either
a coup a t th e top or a conspiracy by a group of
h er oes , a socialist revolution is a movement of
the broades t masses of working people . By con
s ta n tly be ing in the very thick of the masses and
leadin g th eir struggle, the Party united millions
of wor ke rs . pea sants and soldiers into a single
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army of revolution. Bolsheviks tirelessly moul
ded the alliance between the working class and
the working peasants, and this alliance became
the bulwark of the revolution and the dictator
ship of the proletariat in our country. In the So
viets, brought to life by the masses as far back
as 1905, the Party of Lenin found a new form of
political power of the working people.

In the course of many years of class struggle
and in the battles fought during bourgeois-de
mocratic revolutions, Lenin and the Leninists
steadily improved revolutionary strategy and tac
tics. Whil e preparing for the October upheaval
the Party gained vast experience of all forms of
struggle-legal and illegal, peaceful and non
peaceful, underground and open. It was prepared
for a swift change from one form of struggle to
another and had the skill to lead the working
class in the most complex and tangled situation
through all obstacles and twists and turns of
history. And when the decisive moment came
the workers and peasants of Russia, having seen
for themselves that the policy of the Bolsheviks
was correct, followed the Bolshevik Party, accept
ed its slogans and emerged triumphant.

The October armed uprising was prepared and
accomplished with such consummate skill and
understanding of the sentiments of the worker,
peasant and soldier masses that it has rightly
entered history as a model of revolutionary stra
tegy and tactics. The flame of Revolution, ignit
ed in Red Petrograd, enveloped the entire COUIl

try, spreading to its remotest outskirts.
The triumph of the October Revolution was

the result of the persevering and painstaking
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work and the heroic and tense struggle carried
on by the Bolsheviks-Leninists over many years.
Th e lesson of the October Reyolution is that
eve n wh en cond it ions are most Iavourabl e the
wor ki ng cla ss can accomplish a socialist revolu
t ion only if it is led by its vanguard, the Marxist
Par ty , which has firm bonds with the masses and
has mas te red all forms of revolutionary struggle.
That is anot her immutable law of revolution.

It will be recalled that at the close of the 19th
and beg inn ing of the 20th century opportunism,
whose ch ief exponents were the leaders of the
Secon d ln t.ernational , sank deep roots in the
world working-class movement. There was a great
debat e on how to move towards socialism:
th rough revolution or through reformism reducing
th e task s of the working-class movement to a
s t rugg le for partial demands without affecting
the foundation of the capitalist system. It was
up to hi storical practice to decide this debate,
to say th e last word in it. This word was said
by th e October Revolution. It showed that the
work ing class could achieve victory only through
revo lu tion, no matter in what form it was accom
pli sh ed.

Th e October Revolution signified more than a
change of political power. It signified a most
pr ofound soci o-econom ic upheaval that virtu
a lly plough ed its way through the life of the
nati on and affected all aspects of Russian rea
li t y . By bringing the working class to power the
Oct ober Revolution delivered the working people
from ex ploit a ti on , turned the factories, banks
and railways over to them, gave land to the
peasan ts , abol ished national oppression that
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weighed heavily on hall' of Hussi as po pul at i ou
and took the country out of the imperialist war.

In face of incredible difficulties caused by the
resistance of class enemies and by econom ic d is
location, the young Soviet state, as soon as it
came to be, started to reorganise society. The
tasks with which Soviet power began its activi
ties were the abolition of pri vat.c ownership of
the means of production, the abrogation of a ll
estate privileges, the introduction of an eight
hour working day, the granting of equality to
women, a democratic reform of public education,
the organisation of a public health service for
the people, and concern for the ad vance ol sci
ence and art.

All this was of fundamental significance. The
peoples of the world, who witnessed the epic of
socialist construction, could from the very outset
see that the proletarian revolution was not co n
fined to the destruction of the old. Its underlying
purport and grandeur was the building of a new
li[e.

Marxists-Lenin ists have always based themsel
ves on the fact that the key issue of any revol u
tion is that of power. But for them the conquest
of power has never been a purpose in itself. They
have always regarded the dictatorship of the
proletariat as the basic vehicle for the building
of the new, socialist society, for promoting t he
well-being and happiness of the working people.

The entire experience of the class struggle
teaches that a revolution is worth something on ly
when it can defend itself. The Great October
Revolution has demonstrated how important t his
truth is for a socialist revolution, against whic h
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all the forces of the old world lake up arms. Du
rinz the grim lime when cou nt er-revolut iou ary
and interventionist hordes attacked the young
Soviet Republic, when she found herself up
against blockades, wrecking and kulak revolts, re
volutionary Russia had to face the hardest tests.
She passed this test and won the right to live.
She passed it because in the Civil War, in the
food requisitioning teams and on the lahour
front the workers and peasants fought for a cause
that was dear to them, for a cause on which de
pended their own deslinies, their freedom and
Iheir future.

The Hed Army, born in the flames of the Oct .o
her Hevolution, won unfading glory in those
days. The heroism and devotion of the sold iers
of the Hevolulion, (heir willingness to sacrifice
themselves and endure any privation for the
sake of victory to this day command Ihe admi
ration of (he world. The battles at Perekop, Ka
khovk a and Vol och ayevka, the heroes of the Ch a
payev division and of the Cavalry Corps are laud
ed in song. The feat performed by them is an
example on which all the new generations of
Soviet people are brought up. For us, heirs of
the October Revolution, the traditions of self
sacrificing struggle for the socialist Motherl and
built lip during the Civil War will always he all
inexhaustible source of courage, staunchness and
will for victory,

A noteworthy feature of the October Revolu
tion was its pr olct.ar ian internationalism, which
formed unbreakable tics between the workers of
Hussia and their class brothers throughout the
world . There is cverv ju l i lir a t i ou for stating
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that the victory of the October Hcvolut ion was a
triumph of the internationalist fraternity of work
ing people, a triumph of proletarian interna
tionalism. In the Red Army along with the sons
of the peoples of our country there were Hunga
rians, Poles, Serbs, Croatians, Czechs, Slovaks,
Bulgarians, Austrians, Germans, Finns, Humani
ans, Mongolians, Koreans, Chinese and men of
many other nationalities. This was a fighting
international of revolutionaries.

The Revolution was upheld not only by those
who fought for it. in the Civil War. The whole
of Europe learned of the noble action of French
sailors who forced the interventionists to with
draw their naval squadron from Odessa, and of
the actions of English workers who moved for
ward the slogan "Hands Off Russia!". Europe
seethed. There was wave after wave of uprisings,
strikes and demonstrations. This powerful up
surge of the working-class movement fettered
the forces of the international counter-revolu
tion and relaxed the pressure of the imperialist
intervent ionists.

On behalf of Soviet Communists and all So
viet people allow me to express profound respect
and warm gratitude to our foreign comrades. to
everybody who in those glorious years deeply
appreciated the significance of the October Re
volution, to those who helped our people defend
their revolutionary gains.

Comrades, the triumph of October was a tri
umph of Leninism. All the preparations for the
socialist revolution in Russia, the founding and
the history of our Communist Party and Soviet
state, our victories on the military fronts and
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our achievemenls in peaceful construction are
indissOlubly associated with the name and work
of the immortal Lenin.

Vladimir Lenin has enlered history as the found
er uf the Bolshevik Party, as the greatest leader
and organiser of the working masses and as a
scientist of genius. He was a revolutionary in the
loftiest and most noble sense of the word. His
whole life was one of unremitting struggle for
the happiness and interests of the working people.

Moreover, the leader of the Revolution is
incomparable as a strategist of revolution and
unsurpassed in political tactics. He intuitively
sensed every change in the alignment of political
forces and in the mood of the masses and knew
how to translate this mood exactly into the
language of high-level politics, put forward the
most effective mass slogan in the given situation
and chart the surest way to the objective.

He was irreconcilable with regard to questions
of principle in ideology and politics. But this
never hindered him from displaying maximum
flexibility in the approach to specific problems.
An ardent revolutionary, he mercilessly ridiculed
pseudo-revolut ionary phrase-mongering. A born
fighter he could when necessary agree to compro
mise and retreat in order to muster forces and
then take the offensive more successfully.

By his nature he could not tolerate anything
smacking of bigotry or dogmatism. His creative
approach to theory and politics enabled him com
prehensively to develop and enrich the Marxist
teaching of revolution and the science of building
socialism. Despite being immersed in day-to
day work, in a host of urgent affairs, he mapped
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out the general line for socialist construction in
H ussia and laid down the principles underlying
Soviet domestic and foreign policy.

Both as a statesman and as a person Lenin
was an extraordinarily modest man. The leader
of the world proletariat, the man whom the Re
volution placed at the helm of the world's first
state of workers and peasants was exceedingly
exacting to himself, with absolutely no play
acting or vanity.

Lenin was 4.7 when from the rostrum of the
Second All-Russia Congress of Soviets he pro
claimed the triumph of the socialist revolution.
He was 54 when his heart stopped beating. But
death was helpless before the greatness of Le
nin's genius. He was with us during the stirring
period of the first five-year plans. lIe was with
us on the battlefields of the Great Patriotic WaI'.
He is with us today when the peoples of the ussn
have entered a new strct ch of history, solving in
practice the tasks of huilding up communism.

The cause of Lenin was continued by the Party
created by him. To its lot fell the difficult but
honourable task of translating into reality Le
nin's irnm ort.al ideas, the deathless legacy of his
thoughts. It may he said that our Party, the
Communist Party of the Soviet l 'n ion , is coping
with this task with 1'1 ying colours.

The 50th anniversary of the October Heyolll
lion is a triumph of Leninism, a triumph of the
ideals and practical deeds of the Leninist Party.

OUI' Pari y ann I he Soviet people Iecl t hal I he
host way to C:q)I'fI~~ unbou ud od respect II) the
memory of Lenin is always find steadfast ly 10
follow the course chart od 1,,\' h i ru ,
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2. THE BUILDING OF SOCIALISM IN
THE USSR-A GREAT FEAT OF THE

SOVIET IlEOPLE

Comra des , a fte r having upheld the Revolution
wi t h gu ns in th eir hands, the working people of
Sov ie t Ru ssia led by the Leninist Party began
the asce nt to the summits of socialism . This
was a grea t and diffi cult road, a great and unf or
get tab le fea t of the Soviet people.

Sov iet pOWCI' inherited from tsarism a country
wi th a low level of economic and cultural deve
lopmcnt, while seven years of war-at first the
imperia lis t war and then the Civil War-flung
the economy far back even compared with the
pr e-war l evel. We were encircled by hostile ca
pitalist s tates . The class enemies, defeated on
the battlefie ld, did not cease their resistance;
they sought to utilise the least possibility, the
least loophol e in order to undermine and weaken
the young state of workers and peasants. Hight
and Left oppor tun is ts endeavoured to divert the
Party from the Leninist general line.

Another reason why the building of socialism
was a comp l ica ted business Ior us was that we
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were pioneering it. There was nobod y from whom
we could learn. Armed with Marxist-Leninist
theory the Communist Party knew the general
road towards socialism. But it ueit.her knew nor
could know all the problems that it would face
on each sector of that road, much less did it have
ready-made solutions to these problems. To use
a figurative expression of Lenin's, while the
bourgeoisie, when it came to power, received
"a well-designed and tested vehicle, a well-pre
pared road and previously tested appliances" the
proletariat which had seized power had "no veh i
cle, no road, absolutely nothing that had been
tested beforehand" (Coli. Works, Vol. 33, p. 205),
It was precisely Olll' Communist Part y that had
to hlaze the trail to socialism, to build and test
the "appliances" of the new society in practice.

Such was the situation in which the building
of socialism was st art ed , From our present heights
it is not at all difficult to see the miscalcu
lations and mist ak es of the past. Some things
could unquestionably have been accomplished
faster, better and with less cost. But in order to
arrive at an objective assessment of the road that
has been covered it should always be remem
bered that for us every step was a quest and every
advance was achieved in unceasing struggle
against enemies within the country and in the
world arena.

When the Party embarked upon the socialist
transformation of our country it appreciated that
in order to build socialism it was necessary to
create a large-scale modern industry. This had
10 be done within the shortest possible period
or' there would be defeat-we had no other choice.
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For that reason the country's industrialisation
became our prime target.

In those days the Soviet state was short of
funds, of machinery and of trained personnel
for the building of the industrial basis of socia
lism. We could not count on help from abroad.
But we had the most advanced social system in
the world. There was a tremendous charge of
revolutionary enthusiasm among the masses and
this enabled the Soviet people to accomplish the
impossible.

Our country's first and the world's only stale
plan of economic development-the State Plan
for the Electrification of Russia known as
GOELRO-was approved on Lenin's initiative
back in 1920, when the Civil War was at its height.
The history of the scientific, planned comprehen
sive development of the economy began with
that plan.

The main targets of Soviet economic policy
in the transitional period were formulated by Le
nin and endorsed by the 10th Congress of the
nCP(B) in 1921. They are known as the New
Economic Policy, whose purpose was to defend
the Revolution, deliver the country from ruin
and famine, build t.he foundations of socialist
economy and gradually oust and abolish capi
talist elements. In many ways this plan was
dictated by the situation obtaining at the time.

At the same time, Lenin looked far ahead.
Already then he worked out the principles of
socialist economic management that have fully
retained their significance to this day. The Le
ninist principles of combining centralised plan
ning with the promotion of popular initiative,
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of III ilising commodit y-moncl ary rclations, cost
accounting and material incenti "(' S , of int egrat
ing the intcrests of sor iet y as a whole with the
interests of every worker individually, continue
to underlie the Party's economic policy.

By utilising the signal advantages of the soci
alist system the Party was able in three five
year periods to resolve the key problems of the
country's industrialisation as formulated in the
decisions of the 14th Party Congress. By the
1940s the country already had a versatile socia
list industry. For the total volume of industrial
output and technical equipment the Soviet Union
reached the level of the leading capitalist coun
tries in Europe.

The farther the year's of the first five-year plans
recede into the past t.he more majestic becomes
that difficult yet stirring ported. Had the So
viet people not displayed the greatest political
consciousness, organisation and courage our coun
try would have never become socialist and a
leading industrial power. Let us recall, comrades,
how people lived in those years: there were bread
rat ion cards, a shortage of clothes and footwear
and an acute housing problem and other hardships.
Yet, despite all the difficulties and privations,
the country virtually seethed with the labour
enthusiasm of the masses. and volunteers streamed
to the building projects-the Dnieper Hydro
power Station, the Magni t ogorsk Project, the
Turkestan-Siberian Railway, Kornsornolsk-on
Amur and Berezniki, the giant Kharkov, Chelya
binsk and Stalingrad tractor works, and the Gorky
and Moscow auto works - t o where the foreposts
of socialist industry were being creal ed.
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Our first five-year plans were real battles Ior
socialism, and like any other battle they gave
birth to talented commanders and selfless heroes.
The Party embarked on extensive work and moved
to the fore a galaxy of outstanding organisers
of industry. of leaders of the national economy.
The enthusiasm engendered by the great projects
and the nat ion -wide scale of the socialist emula
t ion movement gave rise to thousands upon thou
sands of foremost workers -shock workers, Sl.a
khanovlt es . the finest representatives of the work
ing class-whose labour achievements gave a
mighty impetus to the entire work of building
t he industrial basis of socialism. The staunchness
and courage of these people and their unswerving
dcvot ion to the Party's cause, to the cause of
socialism. arc to this day an inspiring example
that lives on in the valorous deeds of the working
class, of the entire Soviet people, who are build
ing new factories and power stations, develop
ing the expanses of Siberia and the Soviet Far
East, bringing forth epoch-making discoveries,
and . by their l ab our , continuing the glorious
traditions of the first five-year plans.

In order to bui ld socialism a large-scale indu
stry had to he created and the countryside reor
ganised on socialist lines. That was an extruor
d in aril v difficult task. which entailed overcom
ing th~ pet t y proprietor's age-old force of habit
,1I1d the narrowness of his interests and views on
lifc, and changing his psychology. The indivi
dualisti c puasaut had to be turned into ell) active
participant of collect i vc labour and social life.

Tlu: uv to sol vinv this gigantic social pro"
hlorn was indicated hy Lenin in his famous
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co-operation plan,which the Party used as its guide
in its work in the countryside. In addition to
the organisation of state farms, the Party set
the task of uniting the peasants in collective
farms. In 1927 the 15th Party Congress set the
course towards the coll ect.ivisat ion of agricul
ture.

Collectivisation was one of the key components
of the socialist revolution. As any other revolu
tionary undertaking it was attended by a sharp
struggle. The resistance of the last and numeri
cally largest exploiter class, the kulaks, had to
be broken. The complexity of the social situa
tion in the countryside. the shortage of machi
nery, and the necessity for temporarily sacrific
ing many requirements of the countryside for
the sake of industrialisation created many dif
Iicult.ies. But the purposefulness of the Party's
work and the active efforts of the working pea
sants and the working class made it possible to
surmount these difficulties.

When we speak of the socialist reorganisation
of the countryside we cannot help but recall
those who devoted their labour, willpower and
energy to the solution of this colossal undertak
ing. In response to the Party's call the workers
of Moscow, Leningrad, the Urals and the Donbas
went to the countryside to help organise the new
collective farms. They are known to history as
the Twenty-Five Thousand, but there were many
more of them. They brought to the peasants the
ideals of the Communist Party, faith in the ideals
of socialism, and the militant experience of the
class struggle. The names of the Communists
who headed the new collective farms, of the



selfless workers of the machine-and-tractor st a
lions and state farms, the organisers and vete
rans of collective- and state-farm production are
forever inscribed in the annals of collective-farm

gl¥K~ triumph of the Leninist policy of industri
alisation and collectivisation was of enormous
socio-political significance. The economic found
ation of socialism was built in town and coun
try. The working class and peasantry changed
and the alliance between them was consolidated.
A lasting foundation was laid for the develop
ment of socialist social relations, for enhancing
the country's defence capacity and for strengthen
ing the moral and political unity of the Soviet
people.

Comrades, the socialist remaking of our country
would have been inconceivable if in the very
first days after the October Revolution the Party
had not energetically and purposefully launched
a cul Lural revolution. This was a task of the
greatest importance. 1t will be remembered that
when the Revolution was accomplished three
Iourt.hs of the population of Russia were illite
rate. Four years before the Revolution Lenin
bitterly wrote: "There is no other country so
barbarous and in which the masses are robbed
to such an extent of education, light and knowl
edge-no other such country has remained in
Europe; Russia is the exception" (Col!. Works,
Vol. 19, p. 139).

Lenin called upon the people to "Study, study
and study!" And the whole country got down to
study. After a hard day's work millions of work
ers and peasants learned to read and write and
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mastered the rud im ents of cul t ure. sci once and
Marxist philosophy in order to huv e the knowl
edge for building the new life.

\\'e do not Iort u i Iousl y call 1he process of bring
ing culture to the masses a revolution. Till'
task was not only to teach people to read and
write; the new, socialist ideology had to be estab
lished in all spheres of t he spiritual life of so
ciety. We had to train our own, Soviet skilled
cadres. We had to create a socialist culture that
would absorb all the best and advanced achieve
ments of thousands of years of civilisation and
take a new step forward in the spiritual develop
ment of all mankind.

In those years we had to save on everything.
But for the promotion of education, science and
culture the Party and the Government allocated
funds with a generosity that even the richest ca
pitalist countries could envy. And if today the
Soviet Union amazes the world with its sci enl i
fic and cultural achievements it is due to the
fact that the foundations of these achievements
were laid back in those days when the Land of
Soviets began to build a ramified net work of
schools, libraries, workers' Iacu lt.ies, technical
schools, institutions of higher learning and sci
entific establishments.

The socialist revolution opened the road to the
solution of the nationalities problem. By tear
ing down the "prison of nations", such as tsarist
Russia was, the October Revolution brought com
plete emancipation to all the nationalities in
habit.ing our coun l ry , The Union of Soviet So
cialist Repuul ics, a voluntary federation of na
tions welded together by a common struggle for
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a common objective, was formed in 1922. The
Iurtn at ion of the l'SSH was a triumph of inter
Ilationali:'ll1, a manifestation of the political wis
dom of the Communist Party, the working class
aud all working people of the Uni on Republics.
who regarded the pooling of their energies as the
decisie condition for attaining the object ives
of the Hevolution and defending its gains.

The abolition of the exploiter classes, indust
rialisation. collectivisation and the cultural re
volution were links of a single revolutionary pro
cess, which led to fundamental changes in the
relations between classes and nations. Years of
hard dedicated work yielded fruit. The titanic
efforts of the Party and the people were crowned
with success. Social and national antagonisms
have forever departed from the life of our soci
ety. A new social system resting on the friendship
and alliance between the working class. the col
lective farm peasantry and the people's intelli
gentsia was created. Socialist principles became
firmly rooted in all spheres of social life.

Communists and all Soviet people knew that
the building of socialism was only the first step
towards communism. Already in 1939 at its
18th Congress the Party began to chart the first
steps of the transition to the next stage, to the
building of communism. But before these steps
were taken our country, our people had to with
stand the sternest test in their history.

The great successes achieved by the Soviet
people. who in less than a quarter of a century
turned their country into a flourishing socialist
state, evoked Iur y ill the imperialist camp. Those
who failed to strangle our Hevol ut ion at ils b it t h
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never ceased to plan the military defeat of the
Land of Soviets.

We did not need war. The Soviet Government
did all in its power to avert it. But this proved
to be impossible to do. In 1941 the perfidious
attack by nazi Germany cut short the peaceful
labour of the Soviet people. A battle on a scale
unprecedented in history broke out between the
assault forces of imperialism and the first socia
list power. Our Party foresaw the possibility of
a military clash with the forces of imperialism
and had been preparing the country and the peo
ple for defence. The socio-economic achievements
gained during the pre-war five-year plans and
the ideological and political unity of Soviet so
ciety won in the building of socialism predeter
mined our people's victory in the Great Patriotic
War.

The guiding role of the Communist Party, under
whose leadership victory was forged, manifest
ed itself in all its strength during the war
years. The armed forces of our country covered
themselves with undying glory in the unparal
leled battles against nazism. The mass heroism
displayed by officers and men and the selfless
ness of the partisans and underground fighters
demonstrated that socialist patriotism is a tre
mendous invincible force. By smashing the nazis
Soviet people upheld the cause of the October
Revolution, the cause of socialism, their home
land.

The front and rear formed a single mighty fist.
The country became a single military camp. It
was difficult for everybody. People were under
nourished and did not get enough sleep. Women
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took the place of their husbands in the workshops
and children took over machine-tools from their
fathers. But the industrial heart of the Mother
land never missed a beat. Our factories gave the
Soviet Army the weapons to crush the military
machine of Hitlerism which had behind it the
industrial might of almost the whole of Europe.
Despite the acute shortage of manpower and farm
machines and despite the drastic reduction of
the crop area our col lecl.ive and state farms gave
the country the food it needed for victory. It
was a civic and patriotic feat of the people. It
was a feat performed by people who saw the mean
ing of their life in labour for the sake of victory.
And they did everything to ensure victory.

This feat, which knows no precedent, lasted
for four long years. The heroic defence of t he Brest
Fortress, and the great battles at Odessa and
Sevastopol, at the approaches to Moscow, at the
walls of Leningrad, Stalingrad and ~ovorossiisk,
in the Oral-Kursk Bulge and on the Dnieper
and the Vistul a have entered the history of
wars as models of military art, of valour by
armed forces, and remarkable staunchness and
courage by the population. The Soviet people
marched towards their great victory through the
grimmest tests such as nobody had experienced
and through the fire and blood of unparalleled
battles. Under the leadership of their Communist
Party they defended t he gains of the October
Hevolution, defeated the aggressors and cleared
their country of invaders. They crushed nazism,
that sinister creation of imperialism.
, We have forgotten nothing of the chronicle
of that heroic epic. We remember the contribu-
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tion that was made to the victory OVCI' the com
mon enemy by the peoples of Poland, Yugosla
via, Britain, France, Czechoslovakia, the USA
and other members of the anti -Hitler coalition.
We remember the courage and valour of the Re
sistance fighters in enemy-occupied countries. \Ye
pay tribute to those leaders of the allied Coun
tries of the West who in face of the threat of nazi
enslavement took, in spite of the differences in
social systems, the road of effective co-operation
with the Soviet Union in the struggle against the
aggressor.

The defeat of nazi Germany and her allies in
Europe and Asia, a defeat in which our country
played the decisive role, was of historic signi
ficance, for it opened for many nations and cou n
tries the road to freedom. independence and socia l
progress.

The heroic feat of the Soviet people gave t he
world fresh proof that no force exists which ca n
defeat a people liberated from capitalist oppres
sion, which can crush the social system, socia
lism, created and loved by this people. When
the red banner, planted by Soviet soldiers, un 
furled over the Reichstag, it was more than the
banner of our military victory. Comrades, i t
was the immortal banner of the October' Revol u
tion; it was the great hanuer of Lenin; it wa s
the in vincib le banner of socialism, I he brigh !
symbol of hope, freedom and happiness of a ll
nations.

The losses and destruction inflicted on us bv
the war are beyond compare. The war brought th~
people grief which to this day wrings the hearts
of millions of mot hers, widows and orphans.
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For a man no l oss is mor e painful I han the death
of rel al Ivcs, comrades and fri end s . I\'"0 sigh t is
more heart-rending than th at of destroyed fruits
of labour i n l o which he has put hi s s tr eng t h, ta 
lent and love for his cou ntr y . "T O smell is more
acrid than the fumes of as hes . The Soviet soldier
returning home to his belo ved liberated land,
sav it lacerated by fire and m et al and lying in
piles of rubble.

But nothing cou ld break the will of Soviet
people or stop t he tr ium phan t onward march of
socialism. The bittern ess of loss was hard to
bear. But side by side with it in the heart of
every Soviet person t he r e was the jubilant feel
ing of victory . The fea t of those who fell inspired
the living. The he r oic people, who had won
e 'erlasling military glo ry , rallied closely round
the Party and du r ing th e years of post-war reha
bil it at.ion once aga in demonstrated remarkable
q ualities such as s t a unchness , dedication and
ind ustry. The hi story of those years, I would
say, still remains to be properly written. But we
clearly remember the chief thing, which was that
in the main the pre -war level of output was
reached by industry in 1948 and by agriculture
by 1950. In the yea rs that followed Soviet
people completely h ealed the war wounds and
cr.-at ed realistic pr er equisit es for further progress
on a much higher sca le than before the war and for
the transition to the full -sc al e building of com
munism.

Today when we ma rk I he 50 th anniversary of
the Socialist Revolu t ion we can with satisf'ac
t ion and pride sum up the majestic results of
what has been ac hie ved .
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The developed socialist society, built in our
country, is a society ruled by the principle: "From
each according to his abilities, to each acc ording
to his work." Socialist relations of production en
sure the planned, steady development of the en
tire economy at the modern technical level.
Our industry is expanding at a rapid rate. This
year its output will be 73 times greater than in
1913. Agricultural output has increased 3-fold
in that period. Here it must be borne in mind
that the number of people engaged in Ia rrnino
has diminished by more than half. ,~

At the back of these indices is a powerful in
dustry embracing practically all branches of mo
dern production. The Soviet Union has some of
the world's biggest power stations using unique
equipment. Suffice it to say that the ca pacity
of only one of the turbines to be installed at the
Krasnoyarsk Hydropower Station is almost equal
to the capacity of the pre-war Dnieper Hydr opo
wer Station. The Soviet engineering industr y is
annually manufacturing nearly 200,000 metal
cu lling lathes and more than half a million trac
tors and harvesters. The output of our iron and
steel industry has topped the 100 million ton
mark. The chemical, radio engineering, elec tro
nics and atomic industries are growing swiftl y.

The high level of development attained by OUt'

industry, technology and science is strik ingly
illustrated by Soviet achievements in t he ex
ploration of outer space. A short time ago t he suc
cessful flight of an automatic station to Venus
won the admiration of the world. It is ha rd to
picture the technical skill and the precision that
was required to make the space vehicle, cre a ted
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by Soviet people, to tou ch down on Venus aft er
a journcy o~ hundreds of millions ?f kilo.metres
and translllIt over th at as tro nornical distan ce
data which has consid era bly broadened scienti
fic knowledge.

Some days ago the world witnessed yet another
outstanding achievemen t of Soviet scientists, de
signers and engineers. The highly intricate sci
entific and technolog ical problem of accomplish
ing an automatic link-up of space vehicles in
orbit was solved wit h marvellous brilliance. This
has opened the road to the creation of large orbit
ing space stations.

These new trium phs in outer space are a splen-·
did gift for the 50t h anniversary of the Great Octo 
ber Revolution.

In addition to rem aking the entire economic
system, socialism has radically transformed the
class composition of our society.

In socialist society the leading role is played by
the working class. The Soviet worker has inhe
rited the finest qua lities of the revolutionary pro 
letariat. Profo undly devoted to the ideals o(
the Party, he is a politically-conscious fighter
(or the people's cause and the creator of the tradi
tions in labour and life which bring us closer to
communism. The workers building communism
today are worthy successors of the proletarians
who fought at the barricades in Moscow's Kras
naya Presnya di strict and stormed the Winter
Palace, and of t he heroes of the first five-year
plans from whom the present working class has
taken over the baton of revolution.

Socialism , colle cti ve ownership of the means
of production and coll ect ive labour have moulded
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the new people or the Soviet countryside-c-our col
lective-farm peasants. In the Soviet Onion Ilw
words "collective farmer" are pronounced with
deep respect. Solidly unit ed with the working
class, the collective farmers are a considerab le
political force in our society. Therein lies one
of the great gains of the Great October Socia lis t
Revolution.

Important creative tasks are resolved by the
people's intelligentsia, which is indissolub ly
linked upwith the working class and the peasantry .
The higher the cuI tural level of our society and
the greater the progress in science and technology,
the more appreciable wiII be the growth of t he
role played by intellectuals in carrying out the
far-reaching tasks confronting the Soviet peop le.

Welded together by a community of interests ,
objectives and ideals, all the contingents of the
great army of builders of communism are mov ing
forward in inviolable fraternal unity towards a
bright future, towards the classless communist
society.

Socialism brought women genuine emanci pa
tion. I t gave them broad scope for creative act i
vity, the development of talent and ability, and
the mastering of many professions, which h ad
formerly been closed to them. They are actively
participating in the administration of the state.
There are 425 women in the Supreme Soviet of
the USSR alone, which is considerably more than
in the parliaments of the entire capitalist Wes t.
Our Soviet woman, who is a worker, mother and
heroine, is worthy of the most profound respect.

The whole world knows of the success of t he
Leninist national ities policy. AIl the nations and



nationalities of the Soviet Uniun arc ll ourishiug
and have achieved co!ossal prog~ess in the promo
I ion of industry, agriculture, science and culture.
Socialism has set in motion a mighty driving force
of our development like friendship among nations.
The unity of the multinational Soviet people is
as solid as a diamond. In the same way as a dia
mond sparkles with multi-coloured facets so does
the unity of our people scintillate with the d i
versity of nations, each of which lives a rich.
full-blooded, free and happy life.

The 50th anniversary of the October H evolu
tion is an occasion for genuine rejoicing by the
fraternal family of all the peoples and all the
republics forming the great Soviet Union. The
Hussian Federation, the Ukraine, Byelorussia,
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Azerbaijan,
Lithuania, Moldavia. Latvia, Kirghizia, Taji
kistan, Armenia, Turkmenia and Estonia all live
with the same thoughts and the same aspira
tions.They were together during the years of social
ist construction. They were together during the
stern years of war. And together they are bu ilrl
ing communism, working with dedication and
by joint effort promoting the economy, science
and culture of the Land of Soviets.

May the fraternal friendship of all the nations
and nationalities of our country flourish. May
the unity of the multinational Soviet people grow
stronger.

Comrades, the state of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, created by the October Revolut ion ,
was the principal vehicle ennbl ing our people tv
demolish the old world, crush the resistance of
the exploiting classes and fundamentally change
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the destiny of their country. Experience show
that the dictatorship of the proletariat can exist
and continues to exist in various forms. But no
matter what its form is, the political power of
the working class led by its vanguard, the Com
munist Party, is the indispensahle condition for
the building of socialism. This is convincingly
demonstrated by the experience of our Revolution
and it is confirmed by the experience of socia
list revolutions in other countries.

Today, when the abolition of the exploiting
classes has become a thing of the distant past,
when the triumph of socialism has brought about
the unbreakable ideological and political unity
of our society, the Soviet state, which originally
was a state of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
has become a people's state, a political organisa
tion of the whole people with the working class
playing the leading role.

The Party has done much to improve socialist
democracy and create firm guarantees of socia
list legality. A noteworthy part was played in
this by the 20th Party Congress, which passed
important decisions aimed at steadfastly and con
sistently implementing Leninist standards and
principles in all spheres of our life and at furth
er promoting the political act ivit.y of the people.

The Soviets of Work ing People's Deputies,
which are the political backbone of Oil I' society,
continue to be strengthened. The deputies to
the Soviets and the aktiv giving them day-to
day assistance in their work total more than
25 million people, i.e., almost a quarter of the
country's able-bodied population. The work of
the Soviets directly mirrors the power of the
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people, who manage soc ia l and state affa irs them

selves.
The trade unions, wh ich ha ve more than 80 mil-

lion members, actively help t? .draw . the masses
into various forms o.f t he adrninistr at ion of state
affairs. With the guidance of the Pa rty they are
demonstrating that they are a sch ool of administ
ration and economic m an agem ent, a school of
communism. The Len in is t K omsomol, which has
~;) million members, act ive ly helps the Party to
educate young people in a communist spirit and
enli't their assistance in t he fulfilment of speci
fic tasks of communist cons tr uct ion .

In these and many ot her mass organisations,
which are a dependable bulwark of t h e Party,
Soviet people learn t o adopt a state approach to
affairs and to show conce rn for the interests of
society as a whole, for the interests of the na
tion.

Comrades, the pro letarian revolution is ac
complished for the sa ke of th e vital interests of
the people, for the sake of th e well-being and hap
piness of the working people , for the sake of free
dom and social jus tice . That is why concern for
the So -iet people's standard of living continues
to be, as it always h as be en, in the focus of the
Party and the Soviet Govern m en t.

Socialism has given our peopl e what the work
ing people of even th e richest capit a li s t count
ries lack, namely, free do m from capi t ali s t opp
ression and conf idenc e in the morrow. Soviet
people neither know nor will ever know the mean
ing of exploitation an d unempl oym ent.

The Party and t h e Govern m en t show unflag
ging concern for imp roving working conditions
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and shortening the working clay. Durin g Ihe vcars
of Soviet power the avernuc working week ill
industry has been shortened hy18 hours. This
year the country is switching over to a five-day
working week with two days off.

Under Soviet power I he real incomes of work
ers have risen six and a half times and the in
comes of the collective farmers have increased
eight and a half times. During the past few years
alone wage increases have been granted to some
25 million workers and employees, guaranteed
remuneration for work and pensions have been
introduced for collective farmers and disability
pensions have been increased. Today more than
;-34 million people are drawing pensions either
from the State or the collective farms.

It will be recalled Ihat last September a Ple
nary Meeting of the CC CPSU and a session of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSn. adopted new impor
t ant decisions to raise the standard of living .
These decisions affect more than 50 million peo
ple. We can say with deep satisfaction that nev er
before in the history of our state have such large
sums been allocated in a lump fur raising t he
standard of living.

There has been a considerable increase in the
consum pt.ion of basic foods and manufactured
goods. Housing accomm od at ion has been increa
sed more than 7-fold ill the towns: we are bui ld
ing more housing than any other Call ntry in I he
world. The number of health and holiday homes ,
holiday hotels, t onris! camps and sports stadiu ms
is steadily growing.

The USSR is t he fir st countr-y ill which th e
government has shouldered concern for the hea l th
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01 the people, ens ur ing fr ee med ical assi stan ce
for "II citizens. Onc -Iou r t.h of th e doct ors in th e

orl d are ill the Sovi et L'nion .
'1he conditions of a nati on 's lif e may be as

sossed by many indices . On e of th e most impor
t an l of these is the expecta ncy of lif e. It is a sum
mary , as it were, of a ll t hat is bein g don e for
man ; the conditions or wo rk a nd life , health pro 
tection and social insu ra nce. In this re sp ect, the
So iet Union has ma de colossa l progress. In old
[Iussi a the average l ife spa n was only 32 years.
Today the average l i fe ex pec tanc y in our country
lias reached 70 years, which is a mong the highest
in the world.

Socialism is a soc ie t y that has no privileged
classes or estates. However, ever since the first
days of Soviet powe r part of the population has
been privileged. T ha t part com pris es our child
ren, our youth. Ev er y new citizen of the USSR
hegins to feel soc iety's concern for the health and
up bringing of the r is ing generation virtually from
his very birth. We h ave secured outstanding re
sults: during the yea rs of Soviet power the child
mor tal i ty rate has dropped more than 10 times.
We have a large (but s t ill not large enough) net
work of kindergartens a nd nursery schools cater
ing for more than 9 mil lion young ci t izens of the
USSH.

P ubli c education is promoted OIl a mammoth
sca le . The number of s tuden ts in general-educe
Lion schools, secon da ry s pecial ise d sc hools , ill
st.it ut .ions of higher l earning and vocational schools
is now drawing close to 60 million. That is
one or t ho main ach ieve me nts of th e so cialist
system.
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The future of the Land of Soviets will be shaped
by today's Little Octobrists, Young Pioneers and
YCLers. The Party is quite sure that this will
be a wonderful future, that our children and grand
children will honourably carry forward the great
banner of the October Revolution.

Comrades, to fathom the depth of the changes
brought about by socialism would require the
painstaking work of a scientists and the inspired
song of a poet. In the course of the past 50 years
absolutely everything has changed in the life
of the people. We have built a totally new world,
a world of new, socialist relations, a world of the
new, Soviet man. The spiritual horizon of So
viet people has broadened out immensely; their
morals and their attitude to work, society an d
each other have changed. Renewed and remade by
socialism, our country stands before all mankind
in all its might and grandeur, in all the brilli 
ance of the talent of its superb people.

The majestic edifice of socialism, built in our
country, is a fitting reward for the efforts an d
feats of the Soviet people, for the half century
of dedicated work and heroic battles for the
triumph of ideals in whose name the Grea t
October Socialist Revolution was accom p
lished.

History is people and It is they who make it.
Tens of millions of workers and peasants bu il t
socialism, tens of millions made the history of
our epoch. The work performed by generut ions
of revolutionaries and builders of socialism, of
the statesmen moved to the forefront by the R e
volution, of military leaders, scientists, captains
of industry, shock workers and innovators will
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always be part of the hi st or y of our coun try and
of \ -orld socialism .

Today, when we m ark the 50 th anniv ersary of
the Great October Revoluti on, we pay h eartfelt
tribute to those who are no longor with us, to
ihos« who fell at the hands of the class enemy
\ -hile defending the R evolution and the cause of
socialism. We pay t ri bu t e to those who died at
their posts, giving all th eir strength to th e ser
"ice of the people. Soviet people are cont in uing
and will continue their cause, the cause of com 
munism.

Comrades, today ou r societ y com bine s th e wis
dom of maturity and the energy of youth. In
011[' ranks there are vet erans of th e Revolution and
t he Ci ' il War, heroes of the first five-y ear plans
and those who defende d Soviet power in mortal
combat with naz ism . Also in our ranks are fine ,
talented and ed uc at ed young people, who are
worthily further i ng the glor y of their fathers.

Our present socie ty is an alloy of the minds
and talents of all t he ge ne ra ti ons, of all the n a
t ions and nationali t ies , of all working people in
the country. There is no ta sk or accomplishment
I hat is beyond th e strength of such a society,
of such a peo ple .

The feat perfor me d by our people, their vi et 0

ric ,' in labour and on the field of b at t.le will ne
\ ('I' be forgotten by com ing gener a tions.

Glorv to the So vie t people! Glory to Soviet mall,
the real hero of ou r tim es!



3. FOR NE\V ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
\VORK FOR COMMUNISM

Comrades, Soviet people regard the resul ts
they achieved not only as a mea sure of I he work
already accomplished. Thi s, at the sa me t irue,
is a point of advan ce Irom whi ch we look
into the future, determining our ta sks and pros
pec ts .

Life marches on, and each stage in our socie
ty's development brings up its own problems .
There was a time when the main task was to hol d
out in face of the onslaught of the class enemy,
to elimina te the backwardness inherited from the
past and to introduce in life the basic principles
of socialism. These problems have be en solved,
th is stage has already been passed.

Today we are facing Hew tasks, new 1I0t on ly
in magnit ude bu t also in character. The th ing
is to utilise most fully the possibilities created
by developed socialist society. 'We must learn
to employ with maximu m effe ct hol h out ' socia l
gains and the tremendous produ cti v e for ces OllI'

country possesses , the ach ievem eu l s of sc ience
and technology am i thr ri si nu level of the Sovie t



people's culture a nd ed uc a t ion . Only on this
ba",i' call we successfull y build com m un is m and
ad ance along t he path ch ar te d by the Party
Programme. The scale and complexity of the
I a, I s we have to accomplish make ever greater
demands on every th ing we do, on the style and
lllpthods of our wor k.

'1he economy, th e cre a l ion of communism 's
material and tec h n ica l foundation, is the main
bridgehead of th e Sov iet people 's struggle for
t lie vlctory of co m m un ism . Soviet society's rate
or advance, t he course of competition between
I he two world s ys t ems and our contribution to
the deYelopment of t h e world revolutionary pro
cess will depend to a decisive degree on how we
de elop the eco n om y .

The economy of the Soviet Union has entered
a stage when a ri se in the efficiency of social pro
ducti on and an improvement of qualitative per
rOl'lllance indica to rs in all sectors, based on the
latest scientific and technological achievements ,
are increasingly be com ing the main source of
economic growt h .

This means t ha t production must grow not
onlyby commissio n ing new capacit.ies and develop
ing new lan ds but largely by making better
lise of each en ter pr ise, each machine, each hec
t are of land . Th is implies such an allocation and
lise of capital inves t m en ts when each invested
ru hle would y ie ld a maximum return. This imp
Iies a reduction in per unit ou l.lays of raw and
other materials a n d fuel.

An importan t prerequisite for successful advance
j:-; 10 achieve a bal an ce of social production and
set proportions an d rates whi ch would optimally



meet the requirements of both production and
consum ption.

We shall continue to devote primary attention
to heavy industry. At the same time agriculture,
the industries producing consumer goods and tho
pu hl ic services will be developed at accelerated
rates. This is necessary for further raising the
country's potential, for ensuring scientific and
technological progress, for further advancing the
living standard of the Soviet people.

Life has set important tasks in improving the
methods of managing and guiding the economy,
improving the system of planning and economic
stimulation. To cope with these tasks the Party
and the Government have launched a broad eco
nomic reform. It is the main aim of the reform to
raise the efficiency of social production and to
ensure a further rise in the productivity of labour.
To achieve this it is necessary, first of all, to
make wider use of economic instruments and
ably to combine centralised guidance with the
initiative of the personnel of industrial enterpri
ses, of state and collective farms.

The main trends of economic policy, in line
with the present stage of the country's develop
ment, were mapped out in the decisions of the
23rd Congress of the CPSU and the Plenary Meet
ings of the Central Committee held from 1965
to 1967. Not so much time has passed since the
implementation of these decisions began, but the
very first results show that we are on the right
road. I n the 1as t three years the growth ra tes of
industrial and agricultural production have no
ticeably risen. Key sectors of the national econo
my have begun to operate more profitably. All
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this has made it possible to carry out new mea
sures for improving the people's well-being.

Our Party will continue to devote unflagging
attention to the ela boration of scientifically
based economic solutions aimed at further
advancing the country 's productive forces.

We have everything to build up an industry
that will be the most powerful and advanced in
the world as regards total output, scientific and
technical level, the qu ality of the goods produced
nnd the main economic indicators. Our social
system enables us to utilise all the advantages
of planned economy. We have at our disposal
modern, well-equipped production and technical
facilities. We posses s one-third of all the oil
bearing areas in th e world, more than one-fourth
of all the natural gas re sources, huge sources of
water power and coal deposits and exceedingly
rich reserves of metal ores and timber. Remar
kable personnel capable of ·coping with any pro
blem have grown up in our country.

A fresh advance of Soviet industry will make it
possible further to streng then the defences of our
great power an d to cement the positions of socia
lism in the world.

The interests of the Soviet people, the interests
of communist cons tr uction require that we have
not only a power ful industry but also a highly
developed agric ul tur e capable of fully meeting
the growing nee ds of the population in foodstuffs
and industry in raw materials.

Since time imme morial agriculture has depend
ed on the climate, on the whims of nature. Man
has always soug ht to get rid of this dependence
01', at least, lessen it . This is particularly impor-
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t.ant for our Motherland, which extends fro m
the Baltic plains to l he Pacific, from the mountain
ranges of the Caucasus and the Pamirs to the Arc
tic tundra. Only in this way can we achieve high
and stable growth rates in crop raising and ani
mal husbandry.

That is why we attach prime significance to
fulfilling the long-term programme of land rec
lamation and land im provemcnt., to the usc of
chemicals in agricul ture and to efficiency of farm
ing. Our country is now able to allocate more
resources for the development of agriculture. W e
want agriculture to achieve the same level as
socialist industry as regards labour producti
vity, technical facilities and the use of scientif ic
achievemen ts. This is a fully feasible task at t he
present stage of scientific and technological pro
gress.

Mankind has entered an age of a sweeping re
volution in science and technology. The Sovie t.
Union is proud of the splendid achievements of
ils scientists. The great successes of physics an d
chemistry open up new sources of energy, ma ke
it possible to create new materials and extend
the horizons of all key industries. Discoveries
in biology create new possibilities in agriculture
and medicine. The achievements of cybernet ics
help raise the productivity of mental labour
and blaze trails in automating various types of
business act iv it.y and management. Science is
becoming a direct productive force in the rea l
meaning of the word. This role of science wil l
rise in future.

Scientists are faced with tremendously impor
tant tasks of penetrating the finest structure of



malll'r, probing the secrets of life, transforming
some kinds of energy into others, controlling t.her
IIlonuclear reactions, further exploring space, in
fluencing processes in the atmosphere and stu
dying the depths of the earth and the sea. l\Juch
is to be done in the social sciences both in el abo
rating problems of communist construction in
our country and studying questions of world de
velopment.

Paying due t.ribut e to the achievements of scien
t ists, the Soviet people expect of them eyer
«reatcr achievements. Socialism develops, draw
inO' on the most advanced, progressive things
cr~atcd by the human genius. \Ve associate our
future with science and are confident that So
\ iet science, our scientists will he in the fore
front of world progress.

Tho tempestuous growth of science and tech
nology makes the eternal problem of the relation
ship between man and nature especially irn por
I aut and timely. Even the first socialists held
that the bringing of man and nature closer to
gethcr would he a characteristic of the future so
ciety. Ccnt uries have passed since then. Having
built a new society, we translated into reality
many of the things which the predecessors of
scientific socialism could only dream of. But
nature has not lost for us its tremendous value
both as the primary source of material wealth
and as an inexhaustible well-spring of health.
happiu ess, love of life and the spiritual wealth
of e\ cry man .

.\Il tid should he recalled to stress how i m por
I ant it is to treasure nature, to protect and aug
mcnt its wealth. Economical. efficient use of
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natural resources, concern for the land, forests,
rivers and pure air, for the flora and fauna-all
this is our vital, communist cause. \Ve must pre 
serve and beautify our land for present and future
generations of Soviet people.

The more rationally we utilise nature's riches,
the greater the successes industry, agriculture
and science will score, the higher the producti
vity of social labour will rise and the richer, fi
ller and more cul tured the life of the Soviet
people will become.

We have every ground to speak of our successes
but we see that we also have unsolved problems.
\Ve know that not all Soviet people, not every
family live today the way we all would want them
to. That is why in all its work, in all its plans the
Party pays particular attention to raising the
people's living standard. As our national income
grows, wages of the working people will steadily
rise and the production of consumer goods ex
pand. We will continue to build houses and cul
tural and service establishments on a large scale
so as to ensure an improvement of the housing
and living conditions of every Soviet fami ly.

Observing the glorious 50th anniversary of the
October Revolution, our Party, fully aware of
its responsibility, declares: with each passi ng
year the might of the Soviet Union will grow and
the life of the Soviet people will improve. The
Soviet citizen will ever more fully enjoy the
fruits yielded by our gains, feel ever more tangibly
the advantages of the socialist way of life.

Comrades, Marxists have always acted on the
principle that the development of social produc
tion underlies social progress. This, howeve r,
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does not at all mean that it is possible to rele
gate to the background the solution of other
important social and political problems. All as
pects of commull.ist construction are closely .in
terconnected. It IS well known that the solution
of socio-political problems depends on economic
achi evements. And conversely, economic develop
ment is largely determined by the extent to which
socio-p olitical problems are resolved. Improve
ment of social relations, development of socialist
dem ocra cy and statehood, ideological educatio
nal work-all this is a matter of paramount
imp ort an ce.

Essential distinctions between the working
class. coll ect ive farm peasantry and intelligent
sia of our country are being obliterated at the
presen t s tag e. Today we see more definitely and
clearl y how these problems will be solved. We
know better what has to be done for this purpose.

Th e nat ur e of agricultural labour is increasingly
chan gi ng. Today the peasant has to deal with
intricat e machines, electricity, chemical prod
ucts, wi th the sciences related to farming and
I ivcst ock raising. Here you have the process of
practically converting agricultural labour into
a vari ety of industrial labour.

In recent years no little has been done to acce
Icrat e th e drawing together of town and country
in the way of life and culture. Now that telling
succ esses have been registered in consolidating
the economy of the collective and state farms,
the basis for transforming the village, its face
and way of life is becoming ever more substan
tial , It is a matter of large-scale building of hou
ses and cult ural and service establishments, of
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the completion of rural electrification and roa d
construction. These are immense undertakings
and much time will be needed to achieve the m
on the scale of a country like ours. But we consi
der this a matt.er of state importance and are
tackling it in earnest.

The present-day level of production and scien
tific and technological progress are increasingly
bringing closer together the labour of the wor ker
and peasant with that of the engineer, technicia n
and agronomist. The swift cultural advance of
the entire population is playing an importa nt
part in this respect. The Party strives to have all
workers, all peasants become intellectuals in the
hroadest sense of the word, to have them ap ply
to the full their creative abilities and active ly
part icipate in socict y's spirit ual life.

All this, of course, will not come of itself. He re
the purposeful activity of the Party and the sta to
is needed. Our plans provide for the further de
velopment of all spheres of cultural life, for the
improvement of the entire system of education 
general, higher and technical. Formulating eco
nomic plans for the future, we deliberately bu ild
into them elements which lead to the automat ion
and mechanisation of production processes and
a curtailment of the field of unskilled labour.
The latter is very important because, in addit ion
to the economic effect, it will also ease the con
ditions and nature of the work performed by mil
lions of Soviet people.

The Party attaches great significance to crea t
ing the most favourable conditions for the all
round development of the personality. Big pos
sibilities in this respect are opened up by th e
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increase in the free time the working people have.
Free t i rn« mean s not only rest and lei sure, but,
a Marx c·tre:sed. it provid es a kind of "r oom"
fo r th e de elo pmen t of th e per son ality. Every
I hing shou ld be clOII O so that the extension of
this "rooln " sh ould g ive all members of society
<T rea t er op portunities to enjoy the benefits of
~ldIU/'l" to s tu d y, to engage in their favourite
occupal ion in various fields of scient.if'ic, techni
cal and a r t is t ic endeavour.

1\S OUI' soci e ty advances, the role of literature
and th o arts will rise still further. Today the trea
s ure- ho use of world cult ure is available to the
m asse~ of th e working people. This elevates the
soci al m iss io n of art and thereby the responsibi
lity of writers, com posers, workers in the thea
tre , cinema and pictorial arts. The Party and the
peopl e h ig h ly value I heir creative efforts. Men of
ll'tl ers a nd the arts are called upon to create works
whi ch wo uld ideologically enrich t lie builders
of th e ne w soc iet y , spread communist morality
amon g t he masses and satisfy the rising aesthe
I ical requirem ents of our people.

rmproverne n t of socialist social relations pre
supposes the further strengthening of the Soviet
slate, th e enhancing of its organisational role
in th e econ om y . It concerns the development of
socialis t dem ocracy . What is needed is precision,
co-ord in al io n and high efficiency in the work
of all links of the sLate apparatus, consolidation
of law and or de r and slate discipline, elimination
of th e ele me n ts of red tapo and a formal atti 
tude we st i ll encounter in our life. All this is
of prim e sig n ific a nce for communist coust ruc
t iou.
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By its nature communism is a society created
by the masses themselves and in the interests of
'ill the people. To advance to communism mea ns
to draw the people more widely into the prac ti
cal work of administering state, economic an d
social affairs. Utmost enhancement of the role
of the Soviets of Working People's Deputies and
public organisations will make for greater par ti
cipation of the people in handling state and pu b
lic affairs, and stimulate the people's initiative
and their constructive activity. Our Party is re
gularly doing much work along all these line s.

The Soviet system has brought up the workin g
people in the spirit of devotion to the cause of
socialism, of collectivism and developed the feel
ing of being master of their country. But to be
master means that, alongside great rights, yon
also have great duties. It means to bear high
responsibility not only for one's own perso nal
work and behaviour, but also for the affairs of
the collective, the enterprise, the entire country .
The development of these qualities, which must
be inalienable trails of the inner world of ever y
Soviet citizen, is one of the most important tas ks
of the Party in communist construction.

Comrades, great are the deeds and the exploits
accomplished by the Soviet people in the past
50 years. Sweeping vistas are opening up before
them at the present half-century milestone. We
are convinced that the years of the second half
century of our country, too, will be marked with
new accomplishments of epochal significance. The
revolutionary flame. kindled in the hearts of the
people by the October Revolution, illumines our
path forward. towards the triumph of communism!



4. THE GREAT OCTOBER REVOLUTION
AND THE \VORLD REVOLUTIONARY

MOVEMENT

Comrades, the October whirl wind fanned the
sparks of the revolution into a mighty flame. The
half century which passed after the October 11.e
volution convincingly demonstrated its tremen
dous international significance. During these
years, the entire face of the world has changed,
changed in large measure under the impact of the
October Hevolutlon and its ideas, under the in
fluence of socialism's victories.

With the birth of the Soviet state the struggle
between the working class and the irnperialist
bourgeoisie has acquired a new character; its
main hub has become the struggle between the
two opposite socio-economic systems. A dividing
line has been sharply delineated; on one side of
it are gathered all the forces of I he old world, the
forces of reaction, social and national oppression,
while on the other side are the forces of socialism,
democracy and progress.

At that time. the old world dominated five-sixths
of our planet's territory, it was incomparably
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stronger economically and possessed big m i
litary su petiorit y. Bul t lie revol ut ionary epoc h,
alongside the demolition of obsolete regimes, is
also blasting the traditional notions of strengt h.
The new world had on its side the laws of socia l
development, the revolutionary energy of the
masses and the most advanced ideas of our ag e.
And even in the days when socialism was repro
sented by only one country this gave it t he
strength to hold out and t.hen go over to all history
making offensive.

In the course of the half-century struggle t he
correlation of forces in the world has fundame n
tally changed. One-third of mankind has em
barked on the socialist path. The break-up of the
system of colonial slavery is being completed :
more than 70 new states have arisen on the debris
of former colonial empires. The organised wor k
ing-class movement in the capitalist countries
has become a tremendous force. Its iulluence is
a big factor in the political life of these countries .
Democratic movements, in which broad sections
of the population take part, have grown trenieu
dously. As a result of all these changes, it is no
longer imperialism but socialism, the anti-impe
rialist forces that determine the main conten t
and the main trend of social development.

The peoples of the world have been able to see
for themselves that socialism has abolished exp lo
itation of man by man and national oppress ion
and provided broad possibilities for the elim i
nation of backwardness, for the advance of the
productive forces, for progress. They have beco me
convinced that socialism blazes the path to ge
Imine democracy and freedom of the individual ,
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to a las t iug peace, to the banishing of wars from
soci ety 's life.

Against the background of socialism's successes
it h as become even more obvious that capitalism
is in capable of solving the fundamental issues
facin g mankind. It is the source of immeasurable
calamit ies and suffering for the masses. Imperia
l ism breeds aggressive wars and today the threat
of a world thermonuclear conflict emanates from
it. It is imperialism that caused the death of
I ens of millions of people slaughtered in the two
world wars. It is through its fault that immense
resources are wasted on the arms race, on the
ma nufactur e of mass destruction weapons. Im
pe ria l ism is the obstacle which prevents the great
est pot entialities discovered by science and tech
no logy fr om being utilised already now to wipe
ou t s tar va t ion , poverty and disease. Imperialism
is responsible for the fact that the countries which
h ad been kept in colonial bondage fell behind
ma ny decades in their development. Imperialism
is a system which brutally subjugates the working
people and suppresses democracy, a system which
has beg oLLen fascism, the most extreme embo
dim ent of reaction, obscurantism and terror.

Th e half cen tur y separating us from the October
R evolution has been a period when capitalism's
genera l cri sis has deepened, when imperialism
has bee n exposed in the eyes of the peoples and
it s influ ence undermined. But imperialism is not
layin g do wn arm s. I t is a st rong and perfidious
enemy. It h as learned a great deal and is trying
to 01aw lessons from it s defeat s , to adapt it self
to the new si t ua t ion.
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Under the pressure of the class struggle impe
ria lism is manoeuvring, ma king partial conces
sions and widely employing social demagogy . The
exacerbation of internal contradictions and the
successes of socialism in the competition with
cap italism are compelling the bourgeoisie in
creasingly to resort to state-monopoly regu la ti on
of the economy in order to mitigate crisis pheno
mena and maintain production growth rates . On
losing its colonies, imperialism is going ove r to
mor e crafty and refined methods of exp lo i ti ng
other peoples. Imperialism spares no effort and
resources in the battle for the minds of the people.
The growing influence of socialism is compell ing
the imperialists constantly to adapt thei r ide olo
gica l weapons, their propaganda to the cha ng ing
situation.

All politically conscious participants in the
rev olu tionary movement are ta king i nto consi
derati on these changes in the enemy cam p and
th e complexity of t he situation in wh ich the
cl ass and liberation struggle develops today. They
arc devising the most effective ways of this s trug
gle and are working to rally all the forces into a
uni ted anti-imperialist front.

In recent decades, the revolutionary process
has gained a truly world-wide sca le. There is no
area in the world where the struggle for social and
nat ional l iheral ion h as not spread in one or a noth
er form. Imperialism is attacked from diff erent
sides. Even its positions which but rec en tl y
seemed invulnerable have been shaken .Le nin 's pre
dict ion that in the struggle against capitalism the
most diverse forces and movements will m erge
in a single t orrcn t is coming true.
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'Ye Communists are well aware of the scale and
complexity of the tasks facing the revolutionary
forces. Many tense hat.Lles have to he fought and
obstacles surmounted on the road to the triumph
of the ideals of socialism and progress through
out the world. But we are confident that the pre
sent stage signifies a tremendous step forward on
this road and it will take a worthy place in the
annals of mankind's struggle for progress and
freedom, for socialism.

Successful development of the world socialist
system is the most striking and important fea
ture of this stage. The world working class and
all revolutionary forces rightly regard it as their
greatest gain, their remarkable achievement. The
emergence of socialism beyond the bounds of
one country and the establishment of a system of
socialist states marked a sharp turn in world de
velopment. This victory weakened the forces of
imperialism still more. It instilled in the hearts
of the masses greater confidence in the rightness
of socialism and the invincibility of its great ide
als. 1 T ew conditions for a further upswing of the
revolutionary and liberation struggle, of all de
mocratic movements arose in the world under
the influence of living and developing so
cialism and the magnetic force of its example.

In the past 20 years most socialist countries
registered big achievements in the economy and
culture, in the development of new social rela
tions and socialist democracy. A fundamental
achievement of world socialism which should be
stressed is the creation of a new type of relations
between states in which the socialist system tri
umphed. Fraternal relations between socialist
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countries rest on growing mutual trust and res
pect of the peoples and are based on socialist
internationalism. Life shows that within the
framework of the socialist community each coun
try receives the most favourable opportunities
for strengthening its sovereignty, its independ
ence and at thc sam e time enjoys all the advantages
afforded by mutual assistance and comradely
support.

The entire experience of the world socialist
system with its great gains and its difficulties
shows that with the victory of socialist revolu
tions in a number of countries relations of a new
type do not come to of themselves. Socialist
countries encounter new, intricate problems and
they have to overcome the hard legacy of the
capitalist past, to resist the intrigues of imperia
lism which seeks to split our ranks.

By their common efforts the fraternal Parties
have considerably strengthened the socialist com
munity. Each nation contributes its own specific
features to the common cause of building the new
life. We value the contribution of each people,
of each Marxist-Leninist Party to the internatio
Hal treasure-house of socialism. The common
constructive efforts, expressing all the multifor
mity of reality, produce the great experience of
world socialism, which is the possession of all
mankind.

Speaking of the socialist system and its deve
lopment problems, we canuot ignore the events
which deeply agitate all of us. It is the situation
in the Chinese People's l l epu hl ic. The victory
of the revolution in China was of great importance.
It exerted a deep impact 011 the development
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or t hc nat ional lihornt.ion and rovo lu l.ionary
II1O\clncnl ill all count rics of Asia and Africa.

l 'nfortunalely, t ho chauvinist and great-power
course of Mao Tse-Lung 's group, pursued in re
cent years, grcatly harms the cause of socialism
in China. This policy, aimed at und errn in ing the
unity of the world socialist community and the
international communist movement, runs COUIl

tel' to the interests of the peoples' revolutionary
struggle.

The events in China have fully laid bare the
ideological and political degradation of some lead
ers of the Communist Party of China. At the
same time they have shown that socialism in
that country, even in a brief period and in the
most intricate conditions, has succeeded in strik
ing roots, in winning over the masses to its side.
II is this that explains the stubborn struggle waged
by the finest sons of the Communist Party of
China, by the progressive forces of the Chinese
people for preserving the gains of socialism.

The Chinese Communists have what to defend
and what to fight for. The general line of the
Chinese Communists is that of building socia
lism, the line charted by the 8th Congress of the
Communist Party of China in 1956. This is the
line of planned balanced economic development
and "maximum satisfaction of the people's mal e
rial and cu ltural requirements". This is the line
of "developing a democratic life". This, the Cong
ress decisions stressed, is the I ine of "et.ern al and
unhrcaknbl e Iriondsh ip with thc great Soviet
Union and all lite People's Dernocrncies".

\\'e believe that the present events in China are
a historically transient slage of her development.
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We believe that despite all difficulties the cause
of socialism will triumph in the Chinese People's
Republic.

Comrades, the path followed by the socialist
countries involves intensive labour and vigorous
struggle. We know that ahead of us is much work,
great tasks, whose accomplishment requires the
joint efforts of the fraternal Parties and peoples.
In their turn, the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, the entire Soviet people will spare no ef
fort for the strengthening of the world socialist
community and for the winning of fresh victories
by it.

Allow me today on behalf of all the Soviet peo
ple cordially to greet the fraternal peoples who
are building the new life.

\Ve address our first words of greetings to the
courageous people of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam who arms in hand are defending their
freedom and independence, their socialist gains.

We warml y greet the peoples of Bulgaria, Cu
ba, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Re
public, Hungary, the Korean People's Democratic
Republic, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania and Yugos
lavia who are confidently marching forward under
the banner of socialism.

We greet the Chinese and Albanian peoples
who are fighting for the preservation of the socia
list gains in their countries.

We wish the peoples of all the socialist states
the greatest success in their noble endeavours.

Comrades, an important place among the forces
opposing imperialism is held by the working
class in the developed capitalist states which is
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wagillO' a struggle in the citadels of world impe
l'ialisn;. we know how difficult this struggle is.
It demands not only great effort and courage but
11lso the ability to pit a high degree of organisa
tion and great political art against the imperial
ist bourgeoisie and all its manoeuvres and arti
fices.

Despite all difficulties the working-class mo-
vement in the developed capitalist countries is
steadily gaining in strength and accumulating
new experience. The activity, persistence and
growing organisation of the working people in the
struggle for their vital interests characterise the
present stage of the class struggle in the capita
list world. At times strikes involve entire coun
tries. The working class more and more succeeds
in getting its demands satisfied. These demands go
farther, become more radical, developing into a
programme of struggle against the economic and
political omnipotence of the monopolies.

For the working class division of its ranks has
been, and remains, the main stumbling block on
the road to victory. But the experience accumulat
ed by the working-class movement shows that
unity is a vital necessity. This experience proves
that differences in views between Socialists and
Communists must not be an obstacle to uniting
the ranks of the working class against the mon o
pol ies, against the war danger. and in the struggle
for socialism. Despite the policy of the Hight
wing Social Democratic leaders who are hidebound
in their anti-communist positions, the striv
ing for unity is growing, and definite succes
ses along these lines have already been regis
tered in a number of countries.
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In (he periorl aft cr Ihe Ocl ober l l cv nlul iou the
role of the working class in the capitalist states
substanLially rose, and not only because it now
comprises a majority of the population in these
countries and is the decisive force in materia l
production. The working class most consistent! y
expresses the interests of the entire nation, rally
ing round itself the masses of t he working people.
all the anti-monopoly forces. I t is beyond doubt
that the proletariat in the capitalist world will
ultimately score decisive successes in the struggle
for its ideals.

A major feature of the 50-year period after the
October RevoluLion is the merging of the nationa l
liberation movement and the struggle of the work
ing class into one revolutionary torrent. The
t,500 million people living in the former colonies
and semi-colonies have gained independence and
emerged as an active force in the political scene.
This has extended the bounds of the world revo
lutionary movement and accelerated social pro
gress.

The winning of political independence, how
ever, has not solved all the important issues con
fronting the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. Considerable effort will be required to
uphold and consolidate their sovereignty, to achieve
economic independence and eliminate back
wardness. The progressive forces of these countries
are energetically demanding an anti-imperialist
policy. The success of such a policy is guaranteed
by an alliance of the national liberation movcment ,
or states which have cast off I he colonial yoke,
and world socialism, and by the strengthening
of their co-operaLion with the socialist countries.
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Deep social proce sses are under way in the
newly-free cou ntrie s. The s t ruggl e ov er the funda
mental qu estion -the way s of th eir further deve
lopm ent -is growing shar per . Influenced by the
vi ctories of world socia l ism , th e Asian and Afri
can peoples are increasingly striving for progres
s ive forms of social organisation. That a number
of young states has embarked on the road of non
ca pit a l is t developm ent is an event of great im
por tance.

History shows that the elimination of back
wardness and the advance to socialism, by-pass
ing capitalism , presuppose the solution of many
int ri ca te social problems and require the creation
of modern productive forces. The peoples of the
coun tri es which have chosen socialism as their
guid ing star still have to solve these problems ,
to do that in conditions when the heritage of co
lonialism has not been eradicated and conservative
elemen ts enjoy as yet considerable inlluence.
Selfl ess defence of the revolutionary gains, unity
of all the democratic forces of the people, hard
work and persistent effort to advance the economy
and culture-in all this the progressive represen
tatives of the young developing states see a gua
ran t.ee of their forward movement.

The Soviet people extend warm greetings to all
the fighters of the working class and the national
liberation movements. vVe wish you, dear com
rades , fresh great successes in the struggle for the
vit al interests and rights of the peoples, for peace
and democracy, for national liberation and
socia l ism. We are convinced that our militant
all iance will coni inue to g row a nd ga in in
st reng th .
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The experience of the past 50 years has conclu
sively demonstrated that the efficacy of the ef
forts of the revolutionary movement largely de
pends on the cohesion and co-operation of all
its detachments.

The unity of the revolutionary forces rests on a
reliable foundation. Each of these forces accomp
lishes its own tasks, but they have a common ene
my, imperialism, they have common aims-the
struggle for the interests of the working people,
for peace, democracy and freedom. All this makes
it imperative to unite the efforts of the world
socialist system, the working-class and the natio
nalliberationmovementsin a common offensive on
im perialism.

The international communist movement is the
vanguard of the revolutionary forces, the stand
ard-bearer of the idea of the unity of the revoluti
onary process. The contemporary communist move
ment, heir and continuer of the First Interna
tional founded by Marx, arose OIl the crest of the
mighty revolutionary wave set off by the victory
of Russia's workers and peasants. The Commun
ist International played a historic role in creat
ing and consolidating the militant Marxist
Leninist Parties.

The communist movement has traversed a long
path in the past 50 years. While in 1917 there
were only several hundred thousand Communists
in the world, at present there are already 50 million
fighters united in 88 Communist and Workers'
Parties. Among them are Parties which are di
recting the building of the new society in the
socialist states. Among them are Marxist-Leninist
Parties which are heading the struggle of workers
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in developed capit.al ist countries. In Western
Europe, where more than 100 million factory and
office workers are concentrated, Communist Par
ties have grown into a national political force,
which is a development of great importance.
The Communist Parties of Latin America are wag
ing a tense struggle against the sworn enemy of
the peoples, US imperialism, and internal reac
tionary regimes. The Communist Part.ies of Asian
and African countries are rallying broad democra
tic sections and are increasingly winning the
confidence of the masses.

\Ye know what courage and selflessness the
Communists need in the capitalist countries.
Imperialism is doing everything in its power to
undermine the Communist Parties, to compel the
Communists to renounce their ideals. In nearly
-10 capitalist countries working-class parties are
outlawed. For loyally to the ideals of communism
people are thrown out of work and deprived of
their livelihood, imprisoned and executed.

During the jubilee celebrations of the October
Hevolution we say to all Communists, to all re
volutionaries who languish in dungeons and are
persecuted: our hearts are with you, dear brothers
and friends! We are confident that no trials
can break the spirit of Communists, no barriers
can stop the development of the communist move
ment.

Communism has become a mighty force and its
ideas are triumphantly marching over our planet.
Their deeds have made the Communists the van
guard of social progress and earned them the
reputation of the most consistent fighters for the
interests of the working class, of all the working
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people. Communists have proved their ability
to head the struggle for the overthrow of capital
ism and the building of socialism. They have
proved that they are the staunchest defenders of
the working class in the capitalist countries. They
have proved that they are selfless fighters for na
tional freedom and social progress of the peoples
in the colonies. They are upholding peace, free
dom and democracy for all the peoples.

Favourable conditions have arisen for a fresh
powerful advance of the communist movement,
for its new victories. But we must never forget
that the mission entrusted to the Communists is a
sweeping and intricate mission of remaking socie
ty's entire life in a revolutionary way. Mankind's
transition from capitalism to socialism is an in
volved and multifarious process. In the course of
it certain setbacks, temporary retreats and even
defeats on some sectors are possible. The commu
nist movement draws lessons from this.

Experience shows that such a strong and perfi
dious enemy as imperialism can be defeated only
if it is opposed, alongside determination and self
less readiness for struggle, by sober political ana
lysis, coolheadedness and tenacity. The Commun
ists put up against this enemy a strategy which
rests on a scientific analysis of the relation of
forces within a given country and in the world.
They counterpose it with a tactic and forms and
methods of struggle which most fully take into
consideration the concrete conditions. 1 aturally,
it is not easy to find at once correct solutions for
the problems that arise. The world is changing
and the ranks of fighters against imperialism are
extending. All this requires constant study and
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generalisations, creative development of Marx
ist-Leninist theory and the spreading of its influ
ence in the ranks of the revolutionary movement.

Utmost extension of the struggle against the
policy and ideology of imperialism acquires par
ticular importance in present-day conditions.
In an attempt to raise a barrier to the liberation
movement imperialism is stepping up its activity
and is launching new reckless ventures and provo
cations. To successfully resist imperialism, to
repulse its attacks and inflict fresh defeats on it,
the Communists, all revolutionaries must exert
tremendous efforts and mobilise the forces on all
the main sectors of the battle.

The Communist Parties are stepping up the of
fensive on the ideological positions of the bour
geoisie and are exposing the policy and ideology
of anti-communism. Widely popularising social
ism's successes, they blast the slander and falsi
fication, the anti-communist fables and myths
circulated by imperialist propaganda. The Com
munist Parties are revealing the groundlessness
of the various new cunning "theories" which are
devised to whitewash capitalism. The Parties see in
ideological work a requisite for winning the masses
to their side and strengthening the anti-impe
rialist front. Our Party, for its part, will continue
to exert greater effort in repulsing anti-commun
ism and exposing imperialism's entire policy
and ideology.

The Communists of all countries draw from the
experience of the class struggle the conclusion that
strengthening the milit ant co-operation, cohesion
and active co-ordination of effort by all the frater
nal Parties of the world is a prime requisite for
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solving the difficult, diverse problems confront
ing them. Only by acting as a united internal ion
al movement will world communism be able to
attain its great goals. The feeling of comradely
support and constant co-ordination of action on' an
international scale is important for all of us today.

The building of socialism and communism in
countries of the socialist community, rebuff to
the aggressive actions of imperialism, defence of
universal peace and the security of the nations;
the rallying of the masses under the banner of
democracy, national liberation and socialism;
further improvement of the strategy and tactics of
the revolutionary struggle against capitalism
such are the main problems for the solution of
which the world communist movement is closing
its ranks. "Workers of all counlries, unite!"
this slogan, which resounded like a tocsin at the
dawn of the revolutionary struggle of the working
class, today too calls for the unity of all the anti
imperialist forces.

\-Ve are convinced that the further consolida
tion of our movement is dictated by the vital
interests of each fraternal Party. It goes without
saying that each Party has its own tasks and ap
plies in each situation the appropriate forms and
methods of struggle. All Parties are doing it on
the basis of full independence. But the striking
power and efficacy of a Party's struggle depend
not only on its achievements in its own country
but also on the achievements of other fraternal
Parties, on extensive and deep co-operation
among all the detachments of the communist
movement. Experience shows that deviation
from the principles of internationalism, attempts
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to put up the interests of separate detachments of
our movement in contrast to the general tasks of
the revolu tionary struggle and manifestations
of national seclusion inevitably weaken the posi
tions of the Communists in face of the common
enemy.

We note with great satisfaction that the posi
tion of the CPSU fully coincides with the positions
held by the overwhelming majority of fraternal
Parties which resolutely call for the consolidation
of our ranks on the principles of Marxism-Lenin
ism. A big role in working out the common ideo
logical political positions of the communist
movement was played by the meetings of repre
sentatives of the fraternal Parties in 1957 and
1960. The growing desire to strengthen unity is
evidenced by such indicative recent developments
as the Karlovy Vary Conference of European Com
munist Parties, the regional and bilateral meet
ings of representatives of fraternal Parties and the
movement of solidarity with heroic Vietnam and
the peoples of Arab countries who became victims
of aggression. Today it is perfectly clear that the
majority of fraternal Parties favour the convening
of new international conference. Our Party
fully supports this idea and is ready to do every
thing for the success of such world meeting of
Communists.

Comrades, today the entire communist move
ment, together with us, is celebrating the jubilee
of the Great October Revolution. Observing it.
Marxists-Lcninist.s summarise the results sc-ored
until now and outline the prospects of further
struggle for the triumph of our common commu
nist ideals.
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The Communist Part y of the Soviet Union has
always considered, and considers now, its activ ity
and its experience an integral part of the activity
and experience of the world communist movement.
The CPSU has always derived strength and
inspiration for its struggle and endeavours in
unbreakable friendship, in the militant alliance
with the fraternal Parties.

Allow me, Comrades, on behalf of our Party to
voice the most sincere gratitude to all fraternal
Parties, to all Communists, for their friendship,
for sincere support of the Soviet people in their
effort to build communism.

Allow me lo convey to all Marxist-Leninist
Parties heartfelt greetings and wishes of fresh
great successes. Glory to the world communist
movement, the leading political force of our
epoch!



5. THE LENINIST FOREIGN POLICY OF
THE SOVIET UNION

Comrades, our foreign policy plays a major
role in our great constructive work, in ensuring
favourable conditions for the building of social
ism and communism.

The victory of the Great October Revolution
has initiated truly revolutionary changes in in
ternational relations. For the first Lime in the
world there appeared a state which opposed the
imperialist policy of oppressing and enslaving the
peoples, the policy of colonial exploitation, vio
lence and predatory wars, with a policy of
upholding the freedom and independence of the
peoples, of safeguard ing peace against the
imperialist aggressors. The struggle of these two
opposite policies has continued for half a century
now.

The nature of the Soviet Union's foreign policy
and its distinctive features stem from the very
essence of the socialist social system.

What are its major features?
Our foreign policy was born in the crucible of

the socialist revolution. It has been, and remains,
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an instrument serving the revolutionary trnnsfor
mation of society in our count ry. Defence of the
revolution's gains-this is the task Lenin set
before Soviet foreign policy immediately after
the victory of the October Hevolution. Address
ing leading Party functionaries in January 1918,
he urged them to solve questions of foreign policy
"from the point of view of the conditions which
best make for the development and consolidation
of the socialist revolution which has already be
gun." (Call. Works, Vol. 26, p. 445.) The foreign
policy of the Soviet state is invariably based on
this Leninist directive. Its main task is to defend
the gains of the October Revolution, to frustrate
the imperialist intrigues against the homeland
of socialism and to ensure the necessary external
conditions for building communist society. It
was this that Lenin regarded also as the supreme
internationalist duty of the Soviet Land to the
world revolutionary movement.

Our foreign policy is internationalist, because
the interests of the Soviet people coincide with
those of the working masses in all coun tries.
It is infused with the spirit of solidarity with the
revolutionary, progressive forces throughout the
world and represents an active factor of the
class struggle on the international arena.

Many splendid examples of revolutionary in
ternationalism are inscribed in the half-century
annals of our state. 'vVefind there striking mani
festations of solidarity of young Soviet Russia
with the proletarians of Germany and Hungary
who rose up in rebellion, numerous facts of sup
port over many years of the struggle the Chinese
people waged against the forces of imperialism
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and reaction. The glorious epic of the brother
hood-in-arms with revolutionary Spain is unfor
gettable. Our country went to the aid of the Span
ish people with everything it could -from diplo
matic support and economic help to the personal
contribution of thousands of Soviet volunteers
who to the last day, together with the Spaniards,
fought at Barcelona barricades and in the Madrid
sky. Throughout the ages there will shine the l i
beratory exploit of our people in the Great Pat
riotic War when the victory won at the cost of
millions of lives of Soviet men and women deliv
ered many countries from fascist enslavement.
I t is difficul t to overestimate the significance of
the persistent struggle the Soviet Union has been
waging in the post-war period for a just democra
tic peace and, above all, in defence of the inde
pendence of the new, people's democratic states.

The spirit of revolutionary internationalism
permeates all the activities of the Homeland of
the October Revolution on the world arena and
we Soviet people will always be loyal to this
lofty principle.

Profound and genuine democracy is one of the
primary features of the Soviet Union's foreign
policy.

Having resolutely broken with the traditional
foreign policy of the exploiting classes, with the
methods of secret diplomacy and the policy of
collusion behind the backs of nations, the Soviet
state abrogated all secret treaties concluded bv
tsarist Russia. On major questions affecting th~
destinies of mankind, our country began to add
ress itself not only to the governments of other
states, but also directly to the peoples.
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In our relations with all countries we follow
the unshakable democratic principle: recognition
in practice of the equality of all nations, big and
small, and recognition of the equality of all
races and nationalities.

On Lenin's initiative the Soviet state solemnly
proclaimed a "complete break with the barbarous
policy of the bourgeois civilisation which has
built the prosperity of the exploiters belonging
to a few chosen nations on the enslavement of
hundreds of millions of the working people in
Asia, in the colonies in general and in the small
countries." (V. I. Lenin, Coll. Works, Vol. 26,
p. 424.)

The Soviet Republic unhesilatingly recognised
the right of all peoples, including those of the
former Russian Empire, to self-determination,
that is, the right to decide their fate for them
selves. I t was the first power which approached
such countries as Iran, Afghanistan, Turkey and
China with an unprecedented proposal-to conclude
genuinely egalitarian agreements and to estab
lish relations resting on friendship and mutual
support.

Adhering to Lenin's behests, the Soviet Union
always was and will continue to be a tireless
champion of democratic rights, freedom and
independence of all peoples, a faithful ally of
those who are for eradicating all forms of colonial
or national oppression and for genuine equality
of all nations.

Finally, still another fundamental feature cha
racteristic of the Soviet Union's foreign policy
is its consistent line of promoting peace, security
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and friendship of the peoples. Socialism knows no
goal other than concern for the in terests of th e
people which above all ~resuppose~ the fight
against war, that, as Lenm had said, greatest
scourge of the people of labour.

One of the slogans which the Party had ad
"anced to raise the people to revolutionary
action was the peace slogan. For us the fight for
peace is still a task with a profound class and
revolutionary meaning, because to work for peace
means to isolat.e the more bellicose, aggressive
circles of the imperialist bourgeoisie, to turn
public opinion against them and to thwart their
anti-popular designs.

The record of our state's existence is one of
persistent, unceasing struggle against the aggres
sive policy of the imperialists and for safeguard
ing the peoples against the calamities of war. A
few hours after the victory of the Revolution the
new workers' and peasants' government issued the
Lenin Decree on Peace in which it proposed to
the governments and peoples of all countries to
conclude a just peace without annexations or
contributions. In 1919, a Congress of Soviets
adopted Lenin's resolution which proclaimed that
the "Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Hepublic
wishes to live in peace with all peoples and devote
all its forces to internal development." (V. 1. Le
nin, csu. Works, Vol. 30, p. 231.) In 1922, in
Genoa at the first international conference to
which Soviet Russia received access, our country
tabled a comprehensive programme of peaceful
co-operation and disarmament.

During the years when the threat of fascist ag
gression loomed over the world, the Soviet Union
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persistently worked for a system of collective se
curity which could have bridled the aggressors and
prevented a second world war. \Vhen the appear
ance of nuclear weapons and rockets had made
the prevention of a new war a particularly urgent
issue, the USSR proposed a concrete plan for
general and complete disarmament under strict
international control.

The banner of peace and friendship between
peoples raised aloft by the Soviet Union is win
ning for socialism the sympathy and support of
millions on all continents. People throughout
the world see that in its foreign policy the Soviet
Union is consistently implementing the new prin
ciples that were proclaimed by our great Hevolu
tion.

Comrades, such are the principal features of our
foreign-policy course. It was shaped under the
leadership of Lenin and further developed by the
Party in its subsequent decisions. This Leninist
course forms the permanent and principled foun
dation of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union.

The Party considers it of tremendous signifi
cance that the foreign policy of the USSR should
be consistent and resolute, that it should be firm
in defending the interests of the Soviet people and
of the great communist cause and irreconcilable
towards aggressors while remaining flexible and
realistic. Alongside major issues of the country's
development, foreign-policy issues are always in
the focus of attention of the Pol itbureau of the CC
CPSU and the Soviet Government. They arc re
gularly discussed at Central Committee plenums,
at Party congresses and at the sessions of the
USSR Supreme Soviet.
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The 23rd Congress of the CPSU has charted the
main directions and tasks of our foreign policy
for the next few years, and we are undevia
tingly ad hearing to the Congress decisions in
our practical activity on the international
arena.

Taking into account the enormous historical
role played by the world system of socialism in
the destiny of mankind, our Party and Govern
ment deem it their duty to do everything to
strengthen the might and unity of the great com
munity of socialist states.

We are firmly steering the course aimed at
furthering political co-operation with the frater
nal socialist countries, maintaining still closer
and more systematic contacts with the leaders
of the Communist Parties and Governments of the
Iratern al countries, co-ordinating our policies and
developing diverse forms of ties and exchanges
between our peoples.

In recent years the Soviet Union concluded new
treaties of friendship, co-operation and mutual
assistance with the German Democratic Republic,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Mongolia, Bulgaria and
Hungary. We highly treasure these charters of
fraternal friendship whose rich content mirrors
the new, higher stage which we have reached in
our rel at ions.

Jointly with the leadership of the fraternal par
ties and countries, the Central Committee of our
Party and the Soviet Government unceasingly
work to further the fruitful economic co-operation
of the socialist states on a bilateral and mul t.ila
teral basis taking into consideration the great
significance of the long-term division of labour
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and the attainment of scientific and technical
progress.

The co-operation of the socialist countries in
strengthening their defences is extremely impor
tant in present-dayconditions,and we are devoting
unremitting attention to this matter. This, above
all, concerns relations with the countries of the
Warsaw Treaty Organisation which is a powerful
instrument of the political and defensive co-ope
ration of the socialist countries.

Our friendship with the fraternal socialist
countries is strengthening and blossoming. It is
becoming still more profound and multisided and
is turning into an indispensable requirement for
the peoples of our countries. Permit me to assure
you, Comrades, that the Con tral Committee of
the Party and the Soviet Government will conti
nue to do everything in their powev to consolidate,
develop and defend the gains of world socialism.

The fight of the Soviet Government for the de
mocratic rights of the peoples, for the complete
eradication of all forms of colonial and national
oppression is also acquiring new forms in presen t
day conditions. On the initiative of the Soviet
Union and with the active support of other socia
list states the U. TO by majority vote adopted the
Declaration on Granting Independence to Colo
nial Countries and Peoples. and then the Decla
ration on the Impermissibility of Interference
into the Internal Affairs of States, and on Pro
tecting Independence and Sovereignty.

Today, too, our militant union with peoples
which still have to carryon an armed struggle
against the colonialists constitutes an important
element of our line in international affairs. TOW
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I hat the colonial system of imperialism has prnc
t ically disintegrated a new task has come to the
fore, that of developing co-operation with states
that hav e already cast off the colonial yoke and
are fighting to strengthen their independence and
for social progress.

Today we have good relations, which are based
on mutual trust and respect, with the young na
tional states. The extent and the concrete forms
of these friendly relations depend on the general
political course which a particular state pursues.
We have closer economic and political ties, closer
relations with countries which in their develop
ment are heading towards socialism.

The countries that have freed themselves from
colonialism regard. the Soviet Union as their sin
cere and selfless friend. They are well aware that
the policy of the USSR and even the very exis
tence of our socialist power is an important factor
in safeguarding their independence from imperial
ist encroachments.

The Soviet Union is, as is known, rendering
the newly-free countries extensive friendly assis
tance in developing their independent national
economy. Factories and mills, power-stat.ion'd ams,
hospitals and institutes built with Soviet" assis
tance and co-operation have risen in the jungles
and in the arid deserts of many Asian and African
countries. Each of these projects is a monument
of friendship and co-operation between the Soviet
Union and the countries that have discarded
the colonialist yoke.

An important source of our strength on the in
ternational arena is the union with the national
liberation movement andwit h the anti-imperial-
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ist forces throughout the world. By marching in
step and supporting each other, it is easier for
us to find solutions to many international prob
lems, including the problems of consolidating
peace.

Comrades, in its struggle to thwart the threat
of a new world war our Party and the Soviet Gov
ernment are taking into account the specific
features of the present-day international situa
tion.

The war in Vietnam, the US intervention in
Laos, the Middle East developments, the reaction
ary coups engineered by the imperialists in some
Asian, African, European and Latin American
countries, the demands to remake European fron
tiers and for access to nuclear weapons stubbornly
made by West German revanchists, and their ab
surd and insolent claim to speak on behalf
of the "whole of Germany", as they say, show that
imperialism has not changed its aggressive
nature. It remains the embodiment of the worst
reaction, bloody violence and aggression, and
presents a serious threat to peace and security of
all people, and we cannot, nor do we have the
right, to forget this.

It is all the more necessary to be vigilant with
regard to imperialist provocations and gambles
considering that in present-day conditions a world
nuclear and rocket war could kill hundreds of
millions of people, destroy whole countries and
contaminate the earth's surface and its atmos
phere. The Communists cannot but draw the most
serious political conclusions from this. The strug
gle to prevent a new world war has now become
an important condition for solving problems of
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the construction of socialism and communism and
the development of the entire world revolutionary
process.

Those who want to save mankind from a world
nuclear and rocket war must struggle against the
aggressive intrigues and sorties of the imperialists
with redoubled energy. It is necessary to counter
the imperialist actions with a united front of anti
imperialist forces.

The imperialists do not achieve their goals
where the aggressors are firmly rebuffed by the
freedom fighters. This is exemplified by the
events in Vietnam.

In an effort to su ppress the national liberation
st ruggle of the South Vietnamese population, pre
vent a democratic unification of the country, hin
der the construction of socialism in the Democra
t ic Republic of Vietnam and intimidate the fight
ers for national emancipat ion and progress in
other countries, the American imperialists have
thrown their armed forces against the South Viet
na rnese patriots and then directly attacked the
Domocrnt ic Hepublic of Vietnam.

T he crimes of the US military in Vietnam bring
back to memory the atrocities of the fascist brutes.
The killing of tens of thousands of peaceful inhabi
tants, the methodical destruct ion of towns and
villages, the reduction of schools and hospitals to
ruins and the destruction of crops. all this marks
the disgraceful path of the "CS interventionists on
Vietnamese soil. The murderers, under the guise
of defenders of the so-called free world, have not
forced and never will force the Vietnamese people
to their knees nor intimidate the fighters for
freedom and independence. The peoples of the
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whole world, including millions of Americans,
are branding the sanguinary aggression against
Vietnam with shame. The intervention in Vietnam
is increasingly undermining the international
prestige of the United States.

Neither the half million American soldiers ill
the jungles of South East Asia, nor the powerful
navy, nor heavy bombers, nor the army of the
Saigon puppets, nor the regiments dispatched by
the obedient satellites of the USA can win the
day for the aggressors.

Displaying heroism which evokes the admira
tion of the whole world and overcoming tremen
dous difficulties, the Vietnamese people are repuls
ing the hordes of the interventionists and dea l
ing them blow after blow. In doing so they have
the support of progressive peace-loving forces
throughout the world and primarily the constant
extensive assistance of the Soviet Union and other
socialist states. Weapons, munitions, food,
clothes, transport facilities and equipment are
all concrete manifestations of the solidarity
of the socialist countries which are helping
the Vietnamese people in their heroic strug
gle.

The mii itary successes of the Vietnamese peop le
could have been still more significant if not for
the stand of Mao Tse-tung's group which hampers
co-ordinated assistance to Vietnam from all
socialist countries, including China. We regre t
that the Peking leaders have taken this line. For
its part, the Soviet Union is fully resolved to ren 
der every assistance and support to the fraternal
Vietnamese people who are fighting for their just
cause. This assistance will conI inue until the Arne-
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rican imperialists stop their shameful and crimi
nal venture and get out of Vietnam.

The people of Vietnam are fighting for a just
cause, and they will win. There can be no doubt
about it.

The actions of the USA, Britain and the FRG
which are encouraging the aggression of their
puppets, the Israeli rulers, against the neighbour
ing Arab states, have once again disclosed the
predatory nature of the imperialist policy and
have aroused the indignation of all progressive
forces in the world and the just indignation of the
multi-million Arab pcople. At the same time
the Arab people had onc more occasion to see for
themselves that the Soviet Union and other social
ist states are their true fricnds and a reliable bul
wark of their independence.

The Soviet Union is honestly fulfilling its duty
by doing a great deal to bridle the aggrcssive
imperialist forces and strengthen peace. There
is no doubt that the vigilance of peoples with
regard to imperialist intrigues and the joint efforts
of all peace-loving states will reliably safeguard
the cause of peace.

We have helped and will help those who are
fighting against imperialist interference into the
affairs of the peoples, and those who have become
the victims of imperialist aggression. This assis
tance may have the most diverse forms: political,
diplomatic, economic or military, depending on
circumstances, but its content will be always thc
same-to rebuff the aggressors, defend the peoples'
right to independent development, defend the
peace and security of the peoples and in this
way to defend the interests of socialism.
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Comrades, being well aware of the aggressive
nature of imperialism, our Party considers it
essential that the peaceful policy of the Soviet
Union should be supported by its indomitable
defensive might. This is also made imperative by
the interests of the Soviet people and the interests
of ensuring universal peace.

Therefore the strengthening of our glorious
armed forces is a constant concern of the Central
Committee, the Soviet Government and the whole
people.

We realise that the might of the Soviet social
ist state has been and remains the chief bulwark
of peace in the world, the principal obstacle stand
ing in the way of the imperialist war-mongers.
Lenin had pointed out that the creation of a
socialist army, inspired with the ideas of struggle
for the emancipation of the working people, will
make the Soviet land invincible. Today, looking
back on the road we have covered, we can say
with pride that we have solved the task set by
Lenin. Our glorious army is fulfilling its duty to
the people and the Hevolution with honour.

The Soviet Army is a mighty, formidable and
invincible force. It has the best weaponry in the
world. Its men, from soldiers to marshals, from
sailors to admirals, have an excellent knowledge
of military science and of the superb military
equipment entrusted to them, they are people
boundlessly loyal to our Party and to the com
munist cause.

We take into account the lessons of the past and
are doing everything so that no one should catch
us unawares. And the Soviet people will not
flinch if someone will be mad enough to make
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an attempt on the security of the Soviet Union
and of our allies. This attempt, wherever it might
come from-the north or the south, the west or
the east-will encounter the all-conquering might
of our armed forces. 1 TO shields and no distances
are too great for this might. Let it be known to all
that in a clash with any aggressors the Soviet
Union will win a victory that will be worthy of
our great people, of the land of the October Revo
lution.

On our great holiday we send warm greetings
to the defenders of our Homeland, its sky and
seas, and also to the talented designers and mak
ers of the formidable weapons with which our
soldiers are armed. Honour and glory to the heroic
Armed Forces of the Soviet Union-the reliable
guard of the gains of the Great October Socialist
Hevolution, of our socialist gains.

Our might is great, bub we never use it to attain
selfish ends. The colossal might of the world's
first state to be building communism serves the
just cause of struggle against aggression and op
pression, for freedom, democracy and peace.
The growth of this might and the increasing in
fluence of the USSR on world developments ac
cord with the vital interests of the masses in all
countries.

Our foreign policy is socialist and consistently
revolutionary in its entire content. But Marxists
Louin ists have always understood that socialism
cannot be implanted by one country into another
by military force, that it is a product of the inter
nal development of a given society. They firmly
bel ieve in the righteousness of their cause, in the
advantages of the socialist system and are conv in-
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ced that there is no need to resort to wars between
states for it to be victorious.

Lenin said that in foreign policy it is necessary
to take into account both the plans of the imperi
alist adventurers and the stand of the sober-mind
ed sections of the bourgeoisie. \Ve remember
these instructions and today, when the Soviet
Union has attained unprecedented might, it
continues to advocate renunciation of attempts
to settle issues in relations between the two social
systems by means of war. We call upon the gov
ernments of bourgeois countries to heed the voi
ce of the peoples who want peace and stable secu
rity.

The Soviet Union deems it its duty to do eve
rything in its power to translate these aspirations
into life. That is why it is fighting and will con
tinue to fight with unabated energy for general
and complete disarmament. We also consider'
useful such partial steps in this direction as the
agreements on banning nuclear weapons' tests,
on nuclear non-proliferation or on banning the
use of nuclear weapons.

We attach great significance to the United Na
tions and together with other freedom-loving and
peaceable states we will work to turn it into an
efficient organ of international co-operation in
the interests of defending peace and the rights of
peoples. Jointly with its allies the USSH will
continue to work persistently for a stable peace in
Europe, and to struggle against everything that
threatens the security of the European peoples,
and will support mutually advantageous co-ope
ration of states with different social systems on
the basis of the principles of peaceful coexistence.
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The fight of the Soviet Union for peace and
friendship between peoples has completely dis
pelled the false legend about "the aggressiveness
of Moscow" and "the communist threat" with who
se help international reaction headed by the US
imperialists had mi led the peoples and knocked
together ! TATO, SEATO and other aggressive
military blocs. I3y creating these blocs they in
tended to encircle us, and thus prevent the conso
lidation of the world socialist system and the de
velopment of the national liberation revolution
of the oppressed peoples.

But things turned out not as \Vashington and
other capitals of the capitalist countries had cal
culated. The positions of socialism and its allies
are strengthening from day to day. The aggressive
imperialist forces have found themselves in grow
ing isolation and their blocs are showing signs of
cracking up. The peoples and even some bourgeois
governments are more and more overtly evincing
their desire to cast off the fetters that had been
imposed on them, and to dissociate themselves
from the dangerous adventurist.ic policy of the
organisers and loaders of the imperialist blocs.
A factor contributing to this is, undoubtedly, the
influence of the principled and consistent peaceful
foreign policy of the Sov iet Union.

Comrades, looking back at the 50 years covered
by the Soviet socialist power we say with confi
dence that our Leninist foreign policy has solved
and is solving successfully all problems before it.

In the first years after the October Revolution
our correct course in international affairs helped
us to frustrate the plans of the enemies who strove
to crush the young and the then still weak Soviet
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state. It helped the Soviet people to build social
ism in conditions when our country was encircled
by a hostile capitalist world. It enabled us to
foil attempts to establish against us a united front
of world imperialism in the Second World War and
in this way helped the Soviet people to achieve
their historic victory. The fact that for the third
decade the Soviet people are living in peace and
are dedicating their efforts to the construction
of communism means that our country's defences
are reliable and that the Communist Party and the
Soviet Government are, as before, successfully
effectuating their foreign policy.

Our foreign policy is approved and supported
by all Soviet people, by all champions of freedom,
progress and peace. This policy will continue to fol
low the path it has followed for 50 years, the path
bequeathed by Lenin, charted by the Party and
tested in the course of history. The Soviet Union
is fighting for the happiness of all peoples in alli
ance with all that is progressive, honest and ra
tional in the world; and we are therefore confident
that the cause for which the land of the October
Revolution is fighting on the international arena
will be victorious.



6. THE COMMUNIST PARTY -THE
MILITANT VANGUARD OF THE SOVIET
PEOPLE, THE INSPIRER AND ORGA TISER

OF ALL OUR VICTORIES

Comrades, the victory of the October Revolu
tion, the victory of socia lism in our cou n t ry is the
victory of the ideas of the Communist Party and a
great triumph of its Leninist general line. Since
the beginning of the 20th century the history of
our country has been indissolubly bound up with
the activity of the Communist Party.

In the past 50 years the Party has carried out
work unprecedented for its content and scale:
it solved major theoretical problems of socialism
and communism and carried on day-to-day prac
tical organisational work; guided the country's
economy in towns and villagcs and elaborated the
most complicated prohlems of foreign policy;
unceasingly worked to educate the people ideolo
gically, promote culture and strengthen the Soviet
state, and took measures to ensure the impregn
able defence of the country; devoted constant atten
tion to the consolidation of the alliance of the
working class and the peasantry and the cement
ing of the fraternal friendship of all the peoples
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of our great count.ry. In a word, there was not a
single major problem to the solution of which the
Party had not applied its wisdom, will and inex
haustible energy.

Throughout these years the CPSU advanced
under the unceasing fire of the opponents of com
munism. The forces of the old world madly
attacked both our Party and the country for whose
destiny it has assumed responsibility. But the
Party of Lenin was like an unshakable fortress
against which the onslaught of the enemies and
the numberless attacks of political and ideologi
cal opponents came to grief.

The Party has travelled a long road; from scatt
ered Marxist groups and circles it developed into
a multi-million organisation which has become
the leading force of Soviet society.

In 1903, when the Second Congress of the
RSDLP adopted the first Party Programme,
which was a programme of struggle against tsar
ist autocracy and capitalism, its ranks numbered
only a few thousand members.

The Bolsheviks were shot, left to die in penal
servitude or tortured in prisons. But whenever a
fighter of the revolution fell tens of new fighters
came to t.ake his place. They were real heroes,
people of indomitable will and fortitude, endow
ed with high principles, crystal honesty, and ex
traordinary staunchness and determination. They
were inspired by their unshakable helief in the
righteousness of their cause and in the inevitable
victory of the Revolution. The cause of the Party,
the cause of the Revolution was sacred for them
and that is why they dedicated themselves
to it.
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In Fehruary 1917, when the Party emerged from
the underground, it had about 24 thousand memb
ers. By October 1917, there were already 350,000
Bolsheviks. And that was all there were in Rus
sia with her population of 160,000,000. What in
credible energy these people had to have and what
indestructible strength had the truth they carried
to be able to lead tens of millions of workers and
peasants.

The Party came up to the October Hevolulion
as a militant pol it ical organisation fused by iron
discipline and supported by workers' and soldi
ers' masses, progressive intellectuals and a con
siderable section of the peasantry. It came up to
the October Revolution armed with the Leninist
theory of proletarian revolution, the theory which
showed our people the road to socialism.

The victory of the October Revolution and the
formation of the Soviet state meant that the
first Programme of the Party had been fulfilled.
In 1919, the Eighth Congress of the RCP(B)
adopted its second Programme, that of building
socialism.

To change over from demolishing the old social
system to building a new one, the Party and the
working class had to effect a thorough reorienta
tion-political, organisational and even psycho
logical. We, history's first ruling party of the
working class, had to work out a political course
capable of showing the way for solving problems
which not a single society had hitherlo encounte
red. It was necessary to elaborate new methods
and forms of guiding the masses that would cor
respond to the req uiremen ts of peaceful cons tru c
tion. Finally it was necessary to achieve such a
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change in the senliments of the Communisls
themselves which would help them to go over
from the heroic spirit of the armed uprising and
the Civil War to ordinary everyday labour.

As the Party solved these tasks it waged a re
lentless struggle against the Trotskyites, right
opportunists and other oppositional groups, whose
views mirrored the pressure of bourgeois and petty
bourgeois sections. The oppositionists, repudiat
ing the possibility of building socialism first
only in our country and not believing in the
strength of the working class and in the stability
of its alliance with the peasantry, tried to lead
the Party away from the Leninist road. But it rou
ted the opposition, ideologically and politically,
retained the purity of Marxism-Leninism, the
Leninist general line and consolidated the unity
of its ranks.

The Party's vast theoretical, political and orga
nisational work produced its historical results.
The building of socialism in the USSR meant that.
the second Programme had been fulfilled, too.

Towards the beginning of the 'sixties the Soviet
Union reached a new stage, it launched the const
ruction of communism on a large scale. The prin
cipal content and the problems of this period found
their expression in the third Programme of the
CPSU adopted at the 22nd Congress. The main
trends of development and the basic tasks indica
ted in this Programme are extremely important
guidelines for our activity in the next decades.

The 23rd Congress generalised the experience
accumulated by the Party in recent years and
charted concrete paths for the further develop
ment of our society. The road covered by our
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country in the course of half a cent my shows that
the Party's words are never at variance with its
deeds. The third Programme of the Party, the
programme for the building of the foundations of
communist society will likewise he fulfilled.
The Soviet Union, the birthplace of socialism,
shall become the birthplace of communism on our
planet.

Comrades, the life-giving source of our Party's
invincible strength is its inviolable link with
the people.

Lenin had repeatedly underlined that the van
guard alone, the Party alone cannot build social
ism. The vanguard, he said, "performs its task as a
vanguard only when it is able to avoid being iso
lated from the mass it leads and is able really to
lead the whole mass forward" (Call. Works, Vol.
:33, p. 227). Through the preceding fifty years our
Party viewed the consolidation of its links with
the people as one of its more important tasks.

The great Lenin, describing the content of the
Party's work among the masses, said that the main
thing is to mould in them the will, readiness
and the ability to build communism. To all ap
pearances it is a simple idea. But in order to
translate it into practice truly gigantic work em
hracing all spheres of human activity, all sec
t ions of our society has to be carried out.

To mould the will of the masses and make them
prepared to build a new society it was necessary
first and foremost to arm the people ideological
ly and to work out ways, forms and methods
of huilding socialism. And today we cannot but
pay tribute to the wisdom and courago of our
Party which captained the search for means and
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ways to build up a new society and, unafraid of
sharp turns, effected extremely deep-going social
changes.

The Soviet working class and all the working
people 01' our country have firmly idenLiJied them
selves with the Party. Proof of the boundless
trust of the working people in the Party can he
seen in the fact that the influx of the working
people into the Party was the greatest during the
most difficult and crucial stages in the history of
the Soviet Union. Tens of thousands of people join
ed the Party during the hard period of the Civil
War when the enemy was approaching Tula and
Moscow. In 1924, during the Lenin enrollment,
240,000 workers became Communists. More than
5,000,000 people joined the Party in the years of
the Great Patriotic War.
~ The ideas of building communist society advan
ced by the Party have gripped the hearts and
minds of Soviet people becoming a matter of
vital concern for all of them; they inspire them to
perform remarkable feats of labour. In the curr
ent year in which we are marking the great
anniversary of the emergence of a new world,
half a million people have joined the ranks of the
Leninist Party, more than 50 per cent of them be
ing workers.

The Party highly appreciates the trust people
have in it and regards it as an earnest of success
in the building of communism.

Tens of thousands of Party organisations, beg
inning with the Central Committee down to the
smallest Party cell, had to perform gigantic orga
nisational work in order to endow the masses
with ability to build socialism. And today,
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too, the task is to help each member of society bet
ter to determine his place in the process of com
munist construction. Moreover, it has to be a
place where his talent and ability will give the
best results.

The revolutionary creativity of the people pro
duced an extensive and smooth-working system
through which the Party maintains its daily
links with the masses and leads them. This sys
tem, made up of Soviets, trade unions, the Kom
somol and the voluntary societies of working
people, has stood the test of time over the past
fifty years and showed its indubitable advantages.

The purport of Party leadership is to ensure the
inviolable ideological and political unity of the
whole society, and the purposeful and co-ordina
ted development of all the components of the
social organism. We do not have and cannot have
any political organisation other than the CPSU
which would take into account the interests and
the specific features of our classes and social
groups, of all nations and nationalities, and of
all generations and would embody these inter
ests in its policy. The Party takes care that even
the smallest streams of everyday activity harmo
niously merge into a single might torrent.

A solution of all these complex political and
organisational problems requires consistent im
provement of the forms and methods of Party
work. Today we have 13 million Communists.
To embody in a single policy the thoughts and
will of all Party members it is essential always
to combine a correct political course with compe
tent organisational work. Only observance of
this condition will enable the Party to fulfil
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its role as a leading and guiding force in the coun
tr y's development.

Bearing this in mind we shall continue to con
solidate our Party and improve the activity of
all Party organisations from bottom up. We shall
continue to perfect inner-Party democracy, con
solidate the principles of collective leadership,
promote the initiative of Party members, see to it
that all Communists actively participate in dis
cussing, working out and implementing the Party
line, and strengthen Party discipline. We have a
reliable foundation for this work, namely the
Leninist principle of democratic centralism and
the Leninist standards of Party life. Forus the obser
vance of these standards is an immutable law.

The strength of the Party consists in that at eve
ry historical stage it is self-critical of its activity
and uses this approach as a basis for rectifying
whatever errors there are. The Party will conti
nue to be more exacting to all Communists and
promote criticism and self-criticism. \Ve are sure
that whatever difficulties or problems might
stand in our way they will be successfully over
come.

The Party is fully conscious of the fact that its
role and its responsibility for the destiny of the
people and the country increase as the scope of
communist construction grows. This accounts for
the heightening role of Party Congresses, and the
Plenary Meetings of its Central Committee at
which major foreign and home policy problems
are discussed. The Party is consistently perfect
ing its work by combining the priceless wealth of
the Marxist-Leninist theory with the experience
accumulated by our people.
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The name Communist imposes many duties.
Communists have no privileges except the privi
lege to devote more efforts to the common cause
and to fight and work for its triumph better than
the others. Communists have no special rights
except the right always to be in the forefront
where difficulties are the greatest.

Today, when the land of the October Revolu
tion is at the threshold of the second half century
of its existence, we Communists with a full
sense of responsibility declare that we shall
continue to devote all our knowledge, strength
and ability to the people and to the struggle for
their interests and happiness.

Our Party has a great and eventful history,
and if we have successfully traversed a long and
difficult road and withstood all trials with honour
it is above all due to the fact that we have
always used our most reliable weapon, the Mar
xist-Leninist teaching, undeviatingly adhered to
it and developed it further. And if our Party, the
big tightly-knit family of Soviet Communists is
today successfully coping with all problems, and
if the Communists with honour fulfil their
vanguard role in all matters whether big or
small, it is because our Party has been reared in
the spirit of Marxism-Leninism and imbued with
the ideas of this great teaching. For us Leninism
has become in the true sense of the word the science
of how to win, and such it will remain for ever.

We Communists often heard discourses that
Marxism-Leninism has become obsolescent and
lost its purport. Bourgeois ideologists, reformists
and revisionists, and petty-bourgeois muddlers
keep on asking: how is it possible to be guided in
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practical activity today by a theory that was
created many decades ago? And we tell such
critics: it all depends on what kind of theory
it is.

Yes, history knows of tens and even hundreds
of examples when theories, concepts and whole
philosophic systems which had laid claim to re
newing the world did not pass the test of time,
fell to dust and perished ignominiously upon
coming into contact with life. This is the common
lot of all those who tried or are trying to replace
Marxism-Leninism with all sorts of cunningly
devised falsifications adapted to the interests of
the bourgeoisie, or with half-backed unrealistic
pseudo-revolutionary theories.

Theories which are based on dogmas and can
not march in step with social development are
doomed to become obsolescent. But the historical
fate of the theory of scientific communism has
been and will be different. Marxism-Leninism is
strong because it rests on the revolutionary ma
terialistic dialectics which always requires a con
crete analysis of a concrete situation. The living
spirit of Marxism-Leninism lies in its close per
manent contact with practice, with life itself
and in its strictly scientific approach to reality.
This is the secret of its eternal youth.

We preserve as a great achievement of social
thinking all the knowledge about society and the
class struggle, about the laws of historical deve
lopment, about the socialist revolution and ways
of building socialism which Marx, Engels and
Lenin had given us. We preserve them not as an
archivist keeps old documents, but in a way
befitting the heirs of this great teaching, boldly
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employing this priceless capital of knowledge in
practice and constantly developing and multiply
ing the great theoretical wealth that has been
handed down to us. Without developing Marxism
Leninism there is no moving forward for us.

Marxism-Leninism has become the ideological
banner of the Soviet people. It is the greatest
gain of our revolution and the key to the victory
of communism. The Party wants every Soviet
person to view Marxism-Leninism as a trust
worthy compass and a reliable guide to action.

The strength, influence and the prestige of our
Party, comprise one of the great gains of the dedi
cated struggle and colossal labour effort of gene
rations of revolutionaries who had devoted them
selves body and soul to the service of the people.

The glory and pride of the Party are its Lenin
ist old guard, the Bolsheviks who took part in
underground activity and fought in the Revolu
tion and the Civil War. Together with Lenin they
waged the first battles against the enemies for the
happiness and freedom of the people and laid the
foundations of socialism. Their life is an exploit
and a great example of dedicated service to the
cause of the Party and the Revolution. On the
eve of the 50th anniversary of the October Revo
lution more than 128,000 persons who had fought
in the Revolution and the Civil War have been
decorated with Soviet orders and medals. We
extend our heartiest greetings to the Party vete
rans still militant today.

Working fruitfully in the Party is the genera
tion of Communists who had built up the econo
mic might of the Soviet state and in the stern
years of the Great Patriotic War defended the
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gains of the October Revolution arms in hand.
The younger generation of Communists is march
ing shoulder to shoulder with their elder com
rades. They are devoted to the ideas of commun
ism and are confidently following the road
charted IJy the fathers. Profound belief in the
triumph of our cause, boundless devotion to the
interests of the working class and of the people,
and staunchness in struggle, all these magnifi
cent traits are handed down by one generation
of Communists to another.

There is no loftier duty for all Communists
and for all Soviet people other than to safeguard
the prestige of the Party, to consolidate its bonds
with the people and to multiply its strength.

Glory to the Party of Lenin, the militant van
guard of the Soviet working people! May the
inviolable unity of the Party and people, the key
earnest of all our victories, go from strength to
strength!

Comrades, commemorating the anniversary of
the October Revolution, all Soviet people take
legitimate pride in their gains. A vast socialist
emulation movement in honour of the 50th anni
versary of the October Revolution has unfolded
in the country. News of the pre-schedule com
missioning of new factories and mills and of the
wonderful achievements of industrial and agri
cultural workers and men of science and culture
are flowing in from all areas.

All that is said in these reports cannot but
gladden us. In the ten months of the current year
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industrial output increased 10.4 per cent. Today
we note with particular gratification that the
plan for this period has been ovcrfulfiilod by all
industrial ministries and by all the Union Re
publics.

Our farmers have also registered important
achievements in the anniversary year. They arc
marking the great holiday in a befitting manner.
Despite this year's adverse weather conditions,
the collective farmers and state farm workers
reared a good harvest and overfulfilled the grain
procurement plan. The state has received about
3,500 million poods of grain. Plans for the pur
chases of animal products, potatoes, sunflower
seeds, beet and tea leaves have also been overful
filled. Purchases of cotton, vegetables, fruits and
other agricultural products are proceeding apace.

As you know, the personnel of hundreds of
enterprises, organisations and collective and state
farms recognised as winners of the socialist emu
lation movement in honour of the 50th anniver
sary of the October Socialist Revolution have
been awarded memento banners of the CC CPS V,
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, the Council of Ministers of the USSR and
the Central Council of Trade L'nions. Permit me
to extend hearty congratulations to the glorious
winners of the jubilee competition and sincere
thanks to all the working people for their
dedicated labour and for the fresh successes in
economy, science and culture which they achiev
ed this jubilee year.

The 50th anniversary of the October Revolu
tion is not only a holiday for the Soviet people.
It is also a holiday Ior the peoples of the Iratcr-
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nal socialist countries, for the Communists of
all countries, for the international working
class movement and for all the working people.
On behalf of our Party and the whole people we
extend cordial gratitude to our friends in other
countries for their participation in the great ho
liday of the Soviet land. Your friendship and
solidarity, your victories, dear friends and bro
thers, will continue to be a source of inspiration
for the Soviet people in their effort to build com
munism. "Ve highly appreciate the contribution
of the fraternal Parties to the common cause of
struggle for human progress.

On these anniversary days we cannot omit
mentioning our enemies. Of course, they too tried,
after their own fashion, to contrihute their so-cal
led bit to the celebrations of the 50th anniversary
of the October Hevolution. The enemies of com
munism toiled virtually in the sweat of their
brows. The huge imperialist propaganda machi
ne worked in high gear. Moth-eaten remnants of
old Russia went into action and a hullabaloo
was raised by apostates and renegades, the paid
agents of imperialism and its accomplices in dif
ferent countries. But we live at a time when no
one can detract from the greatness of the Land of
Soviets, or pervert the true purport of our deeds
and the gains of socialism. The efforts of our
foes, their slander and lies will boomerang
against them. And the country of the October
Revolution, the land of the victorious socialism,
has been, is and will continue to be the hope and
the mainstay of all the oppressed people, the
mainstay for those who are fighting for peace,
freedom and happiness of the people.
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Comrades, the banner of socialism raised by the
October Revolution waves in the world today as a
symbol of the future of tho whole of humanity.

The Communist Party and the whole Soviet
people are firmly convinced that the gains scored
by the Soviet state in the Iirst 50 years of its
existence and the achievements which all the
contingents of the world revolutionary movement
have won in this period arc a prologue to a still
more magnificent future of both our country and
the peoples of other countries. Communism is
mankind's tomorrow.

Before the working people of the world the
Leninist Party solemnly declares: the Commun
ists of the Soviet Union, the great Soviet people
will fulfil their historic mission and will build
the world's first communist society!

LO TG LIVE THE GREAT OCTOBER
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION WHICH HAS
USHERED IN A NEW ERA I THE
HISTORY OF MA TIGND!

LONG LIVE THE HEROIC SOVIET PEO
PLE-THE B ILDER OF COMl\'IUNISMI

LONG LIVE THE UNION OF SOVIET SO
CIALIST REPUBLICS, THE STRO GHOLD
OF FRIE DSHIP AND HAPPINESS OF THE
PEOPLES OF OUR COUNTRY AND A RE
LIABLE BULWARK OF PEACE A D PRO
GRESS!

LONG LIVE THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF
THE SOVIET U ION, THE PARTY OF THE
GREAT LENIN-THE INSPIRER AND OR
CA ISER OF ALL OUR VICTORIES!
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LONG LIVE MARXISM-LENL ISM , THE
ALL-CONQUERI G REVOLUTIONARY
TEACHI TG OF OCR EPOCH!

MAY THE UNITY OF THE SOCIALIST
COUNTRIES, THE COMMUNIST PARTIES,
THE INTER1TATIONAL \VORKING CLASS,
OF ALL REVOLUTIONARY AND PROGRES
SIVE FORCES STRENGTHEN IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST l i'I'IPERIALISM, FOR PEACE, DE
MOCRACY, SOCIALISM, NATIOI AL I DE
PENDENCE, A D THE SECURITY AND
FREEDOM OF THE PEOPLES!

FOR\VARD TO THE VICTORY OF COMMU
ISM!

(The report was heard with great attention
and was repeatedly interrupted by prolonged
applause.)



COrT CL UDIN G PEE OR
by L. I. BREZHNEV,

General Secretary of the CO OPSU





Dear Comrades,
Esteemed foreign guests,
Our meeting commemorating the 50th anni

versary of the Great October Revolution is
coming to an end. It has passed in an atmosphere
of a tremendous upsurge in the Party and in the
whole country. It was as though here, in this
hall, we have once again lived through the
glorious half-century history of the Soviet state.
A vivid panorama of the present-day dynamic
creative life of the Soviet people, a complex and
swift-changing picture of the contemporary
world, were also unfolded before our eyes.

We have received an endless stream of felici
tations, greetings and reports from Soviet people
and collectives of working people. We could feel
the colossal vital energy. the surging pulse of
labour of our great Homeland. Permit me, Com
rades, on your behalf to sincerely thank all
working people, all collectives who have sent
liS these letters and telegrams and to wish them
fresh outstanding labour successes for the good
of the people, and great happiness in life.

Here, in this hall, we heard representatives of
the Soviet people, envoys from all the Union
Hcpuhlics of OUl" multinational country. Their
speeches were permeated with pride for the
magnificent successes of socialism in our country,
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for the triumph of the Leninist nationalities
policy, for our hal I-century history. They all
expressed the confidence that the inviolable
unity of the Party and the people, the growing
friendship of the peoples of the USSR will
remain the unshakable foundation for the further
successes of the land of the Great October Revo
lution ensuring its victorious advance to com
munism.

Here, in this hall, the representatives from the
fraternal socialist countries spoke up for the
whole world to hear about the superb victories
won by the forces of socialism, about the need
to continue consolidating the unity and the might
of the socialist community, and about unity in
the fight for the triumph of our common cause.

Here, in this hall, we heard the stirring
speeches of the representatives of fraternal
Communist and Workers' Parties. They vividly
expressed the staunch determination to continue
the work for the realisation of our great ideals,
the desire of all the contingents of the com
munist movement to consolidate the unity of its
ranks.

Here, in this hall, we heard the passionate
words of representatives of countries and peoples
that have thrown off the yoke of colonial oppres
sion and who have taken the road of struggle
for their national independence and freedom.

Communists, all Soviet people are profoundly
grateful to our friends for their high estimate
of our country's contribution to the working
people's cause throughout the world, to their
struggle to liherate humanity from national and
social oppression. Allow me on behalf of the
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Central Committee of the Communist Party of
thc SOVil' !' Union, the Supreme Soviet of the
l 'SSR and the Soviet Government, on behalf of
the whole Soviet ]H'oplc to warmly thank our
foreign friends for their heartfelt greetings, for
their expressions of fraternal friendship to our
country and to wish them new victories in their
ardent fight for the happiness of their peoples.

Your words, dear friends, inspire Soviet people
to new deeds in the name of communism. Today
we all arc particularly aware of the great rospon
sibility which history has placed on our Party
and the Soviet people. On the day of our great
holiday we not only think about the greatness
of the past accomplishments, but also of the
greatness of the future tasks, of the deeds which
we have yet to perform.

From this lofty rostrum we assure the people
of the world, the working people of all countries,
that the Soviet Union will as always fight unre
mittingly for the realisation of the great, noble
and just ideas of Marx, Engels and Lenin.

Comrades, our country is entering the second
half century of the existence of Soviet rule in
the full bloom of its strength. The dawn of the
Great October Socialist Revolution flared up
50 years ago. The first rays of the rising sun
of a new world pierced the darkness of centuries
of social oppression, and today we can say with
pride that the rays of the October Revolution are
illuminating the road into the future for the
whole of mankind. Our old planet has never been
as young as it is today. And it owes this youth
to the light of a new life which the Russian
proletariat kindled in 1917.
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Within a few days our country will enter the
second half of the first century of its socialist
history. Soviet people are crossing this line filled
with pride for all that has been achieved and
confident that they can achieve still more.

Today the efforts and the creative energy of
the Soviet people are directed to fulfilling still
greater tasks in the building of communism.
To accomplish them organisation, persistence
and purposefulness are required. The Sovie t
people, closely rallied around their Leninist
Communist Party, possess all these qualities.
There is no doubt that the plans drawn up by
the Party will be successfully consummated. We
are confidently advancing along the road charted
by the October Revolution.

To follow the road of the October Revolution
means to strength en the economy of our country,
heighten labour productivity, improve the living
standards, and raise the cultural level of the
people.

To follow the road of the October Revolution
means to promote socialist democracy, consoli
date the friendship of the peoples of the USS R,
persistently educate the people in the spirit of
high communist principles, and to cherish the
unity of the Party and the people as the apple
of the eye.

To follow the road of the October Revolution
means to work consistently for the unity of the
international communist movement, for the caus e
of socialism, democracy, national liberation and
peace in the world.

By following the road of the October Revolu
tion we achieved the victory of socialism! By
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following the road of the October Revolution
we will achieve the victory of communism!

Glory to the Great October Revolution!
Glory to the Soviet people who are building

communism!
Glory to the peoples of the socialist countries!
Glory to the fighters for peace, democracy,

national liberation and socialism!
Under the unconquerable banner of Marx

Engels-Lenin forward to the victory of com
munism!
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